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1 Executive Summary  

The benefits of using climate services in the Real Estate sector should be quite self-evident. The sector 

creates and manages assets that represent major investments and are expected to last for a long time. Not 

to mention that buildings are there to protect not only our property but also our health and wellbeing. 

Using climate services in order to protect our investments, and ultimately, our lives and wellbeing, in the 

face of climate change should therefore be a sin qua non, but as this case study of the Real Estate climate 

service market reveals, it is far from the case.  

Overall the case study shows that the limited uptake of climate services in the Real Estate sector in 

Copenhagen is related to the complex composition and dynamics of the sector. Current uptake of climate 

services is thus limited to particular projects (big projects with a history of flooding), to particular agents in 

the value chain (large civil engineering companies), to particular windows of opportunity (when shared 

norms are made and stabilized) and to specific solutions (those that fit with existing practices and tools).  In 

order to grow the climate service market in the real estate sector, the ability to make solutions based on a 

thorough understanding of existing sector practices and tools in is essential.  When it comes to climate 

services for the real estate sector it’s the survival of the ‘fittest’, not the strongest.   

2 Introduction 

2.1 Background 

This study forms part of MArket Research for a Climate services Observatory (MARCO), a research project 

funded through the European Commission’s Horizon 2020 Environment and Resources programme. With 

growing appreciation of the risks (and ‘opportunities’) that climate change presents, climate services are 

helping organisations to mitigate, adapt, and become future-resilient. However, relatively little is known 

about the climate services market, with unaddressed gaps existing between supply and demand. MARCO 

endeavours to understand these gaps by providing a 360° view of Europe’s climate services market, 

endowing suppliers and users alike with the insight to predict the sector’s future direction and growth. 

The Real Estate case study is one of 9 case studies that seek to augment the characterization and 

quantification of the climate services market with more exhaustive and holistic research focused on specific 

sectors and regions.  

The case study has been conducted as a quali-quantitative assessment of the sector. It provides insights 

into the workings of the sector, climate service supply and uptake, vulnerability of the sector to future 

climate change, and recommendations for climate services market growth. The project follows the 

European Commission’s definition of climate services, as: “the transformation of climate-related data - 

together with other relevant information – into customised products such as projections, trends, economic 

analysis, counselling on best practices, development and evaluation of solutions and any other service in 

relation to climate that may be of use for the society at large” (European Commission, 2015).  

2.2 Approach and Methodology 

The case study has been conducted with the Real Estate sector of The City of Copenhagen. Copenhagen 

was selected because the city is considered a frontrunner in climate adaptation both nationally and 

internationally. Furthermore, urban centres represent some of the areas most at risk from climate change; 

especially from extreme climatic events (Christensen et al., 2014, p.14). Therefore, the Real Estate sector 

has a special role in urban areas, making existing structures climate proof as well as ensuring that the 

expansion of our cities is undertaken with climate change in mind.  
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In this case study, we define the Real Estate sector as covering all activities related to the building lifecycle 

as illustrated in figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: The Real Estate Sector Value Chain 

We have focused on the core activities of construction, public planning, and the administration and trading 

of real estate as actors involved in these activities are the most inclined to use climate services. The study 

covers new buildings and renovation of residential and non-residential buildings, but does not cover 

industrial structures since they represent a minimal part of the total building stock in the City of 

Copenhagen. The study does not include planning and construction of infrastructure, but references to 

these activities will be made where relevant. A further introduction to the actors in the sector as well as the 

framework conditions governing the sector will be made in chapter 3 and 4.  

A total of 20 semi-structured interviews have been conducted with a range of actors within the sector. The 

list of interview participants can be found in Appendix 1. Interviews have sought to cover risk perception, 

current and potential use of climate service, as well as overall attitude to and action on climate change. The 

interviewees have been picked on the basis of their professional competency, executive level and 

knowledge of internal and external working processes and procedures. The gender balance is skewed 

toward men, and is equivalent to the gender balance of the industry (as show in Appendix 4). During 

interviews, interviewees were introduced to four different types of climate services to encourage thoughts 

on unacknowledged demand. The services selected cover: water management services for hydrology 

professionals and non-professionals, a tool for broad stakeholder involvement in climate adaptation 

projects, and a general climate information portal1. A further introduction to the different climate services 

will be presented in the supplier analysis in Chapter 4. The findings of the case study are furthermore based 

                                                
1 Several of the services were developed as part of the Klimaspring initiative. Klimaspring is a campaign funded by the 
Danish philanthropic association Realdania, with the purpose of supporting commercially-oriented development 
projects for climate adaptation related to rainwater in a dense urban context. For more information about the 
campaign visit klimaspring.dk 
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on desk research as well as professional knowledge about the sector. The demand analysis has been 

divided into three sections covering different phases of the value chain.  Although the case study focuses 

on the City of Copenhagen parts of the analysis also relates to the sector on a national level as the 

framework conditions and workings of the sector are not isolated to Copenhagen.  

In Chapter 2 the approach and methodology of the case study is presented and the City of Copenhagen and 

the Real Estate sector are introduced. A vulnerability analysis furthermore shows the specific challenges 

connected to climate change for the Real Estate sector in Copenhagen.  

In Chapter 3 the framework conditions affecting the way climate change is understood and acted upon in 

the sector are outlined. Chapter 4 gives an overview of the current market for climate services by 

presenting an analysis of the current demand as well as an analysis of the availability and characteristic of 

climate service supply. Finally, the chapter introduces six key characteristics of the Real Estate climate 

service market.  

In Chapter 5 the obstacles and opportunities for growing the climate services market are presented, 

explaining the specific challenges of developing climate services for the Real Estate sector. A summary of 

drivers and obstacles can be found in Chapter 6, whilst Chapter 7 presents our recommendations for 

enhancing climate service take-up.  

2.3 Case study – Definitions & Delimitation 

2.3.1 Definition and Economic Size of the Real Estate Sector  

We have chosen to define the Real Estate Sector as all activities related to the creation and management of 

buildings, thereby excluding other construction activities related to infrastructure. We have further made a 

distinction between activities related to asset creation and those related to asset management, as seen in 

Figure 1.  This definition of the Real Estate sector does not follow traditional statistical definitions of 

economic activities making it challenging to get an overview of the economic size of the sector. Usually, 

construction is defined as a single sector encompassing the activities related to NACE rev. 2 classification F2. 

By this definition, services provided by architects and engineering consultancies in the early planning and 

design phases are not included. Building material production and retailing are not included either, nor is 

financial activities. The classification does furthermore not include the asset management part of the value 

chain at all. In our assessment of the economic size of the sector we have taken a comprehensive view of 

the sector, but lack of detail in the available data, means that a number of activities not directly related to 

the sector have been included. This means that turnaround and employment is higher than if we were able 

to single out the activities directly related to the Real Estate sector. The relevant NACE codes used in our 

economic assessment and a further explanation of the methodology and the limitations can be found in 

Appendix 4. The data presented is based on NUTS classification level 2 (Greater Copenhagen), which also 

includes 18 other municipalities besides Copenhagen.  

In 2015 the Real Estate sector in Greater Copenhagen employed around 130.000 people with a general 

overrepresentation of men, especially in manufacturing and construction, and a male to female ratio of 

                                                

2 Another definition can be found in the analysis of the sustainable competitiveness of the construction sector from 

2010. In this study they focused only on activities related to the actual construction phase not including the planning 

and design phase, but adding building material manufacturing (Ecorys, 2010). In an analysis from the Danish Business 

Authority (Erhvervsfremme Styrelsen, 2000) another attempt at defining the Real Estate sector can be found. This 

includes both manufacturing and consultancy services. We have to a large extent followed the definitions provided in 

this report with a somewhat larger emphasis on asset management.  
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around 60 to 40 percent in real estate activities and consulting. Of the 130,000, 50.000 are employed in 

construction3. The real estate sector had a turnover of around EUR 54 billion in 2015 out of which 

construction and real estate activities represented EUR 10,5 and 4,5 billion respectively. In comparison, the 

trade & transport sector within Greater Copenhagen had a turnover around EUR 110 billion in 2015 and the 

Information and Communication sector around EUR 18 billion. If we look at other major urban areas in 

Europe, the construction sector in London alone had a turnover of around EUR 49 billion in Greater London 

(NUTS classification level 1), employing more than half a million people (Appendix 4).  

On a European level, the construction sector alone generates more than 10% of EU GDP and more than 

50% of fixed capital formation. It is the largest single economic activity and it is the biggest industrial 

employer in Europe. The sector employs directly almost 20 million people (European Commission, 2012, 

p.2). 

The Real Estate sector is highly effected by volatilities in the general economy and the financial crisis hit the 

sector hard, but it is recovering. With low unemployment rates, increased real income and low interest 

rates there has been a boom in housing prices in Denmark making construction more attractive (Meiniche 

& Clausen, 2017, p.4).  

There has been a growth in construction of residential real estate within the last couple of years and 40% of 

residential construction in Denmark in 2016 was in Greater Copenhagen (Meiniche & Clausen, 2017, p.4). 

There has also been a 2,4% increase in renovations in 2016, partially the result of a support mechanism 

from the Ministry of Housing, Urban and Rural Affairs from 2015 with 4,2 billion in support for renovation, 

with an amount earmarked for energy renovations (Meiniche & Clausen, 2017, p.7). 

A challenge for enabling growth in the Real Estate sector in Denmark is the high prices for construction 

work. In 2012 the price level for construction in Denmark was 30% higher than the average for the other 

EU15 countries and Denmark has the second highest prices for construction services in Europe (Kuben 

Management, 2016, p.3). This limits investment in new construction and makes cost-effectiveness the main 

competitive parameter, leaving little room for innovation and non-essential addons such as climate 

adaptation measures. The high prices are partially attributable to the lack of international competition, as 

the comprehensive regulatory framework for the industry makes market entry hard for non-Danish 

companies.  

Major risks for the sector include a lack of skilled labour. There is expected to be a lack of 8000 skilled 

workers in the construction industry in Greater Copenhagen by 2020 (Region Hovedstaden, 2015, p.10).  

Current trends in the sector includes an increased use of ICT services to make the building process more 

efficient, but the sector is still hesitant to take up new technologies (Ecorys, 2010, p.vi). An increased focus 

on circular economy and new production technologies such as 3D printing is also trending in the sector.  

2.3.2 Real Estate in the City of Copenhagen  

The City of Copenhagen is the capital of Denmark. Since its establishment 850 years ago the city has 

undergone many transformations; from industrial change and unhealthy living conditions, destruction 

through war, to redesign for new technologies such as the car and electricity. Currently, the city is 

transforming to accommodate new digital technology and climate change. Copenhagen’s 850-year history 

bears strong evidence on the layout of the city and there is a considerable presence of cultural heritage. 

The historical centre is surrounded by four distinct urban neighbourhoods and the independent 

                                                
3 For the City of Copenhagen, however, only 2 percent of the working force is employed in this sector (Københavns 
Kommune, 2017b, p.46). 
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municipality of Frederiksberg, located as an island within the city. The four boroughs are again surrounded 

by more residential neighbourhoods that link up with the adjacent municipalities.  

Copenhagen is known for its green and blue urban structures, and the city’s proximity to water is highly-

treasured by both the city’s inhabitants and visitors.  

4 

Figure 2: Map of the City of Copenhagen 

The city centre and the four boroughs are characterized by a rather homogenous building stock of 5-6 story 

buildings. These multifamily structures constitute around 20m m2 in Copenhagen in total, accumulating to 

more than 50% of the total building square meters. This is compared to only 1.5m m2 of one family homes 

and 7,5m m2 of office and warehouse space (see Appendix 3). Like other major and growing cities, it is a 

political concern how Copenhagen, with a long tradition of social housing, will maintain its ability to provide 

affordable housing. The city is densely built and the average price per m2 for apartments has increased 27% 

in current prices during the last 10 years (Københavns Kommune, 2017b, p.34). Copenhagen is, 

furthermore, the fastest growing city in Denmark (Københavns Kommune, 2017b, p.8). Since 1998 the 

population has grown with 28% (Københavns Kommune, 2017b, p.6). An increase that is expected to 

continue with an estimated population of 750.000 inhabitants in 2030 compared to the current 600.000 

(Københavns Kommune, 2017b, p.7).  

Even though the city is already densely built and surrounded by neighbouring municipalities, Copenhagen is 

expanding to make room for the growing population. With the former harbour industry diminishing, the 

largest development areas are along the waterfront with the Northern Harbour as the largest current 

development area.  

Besides population growth another challenge for the city is the ageing building stock. More than 70% of the 

building stock in Copenhagen was built before the first building code was issued in 1961 (Københavns 

Kommune, 2012a, p.1). The City of Copenhagen’s ambitious plan to be carbon neutral by 2025 requires 

extensive refurbishment of the building stock to reduce energy use. In 2010 heating and electricity 

consumption was responsible for 75% of the cities carbon emissions (Københavns Kommune, 2012a, p.28).  

Transforming the existing building stock to reduce energy use and making the city capable of coping with 

future extreme weather events, without compromising quality of, is not an easy task. Add to this the need 

                                                
4 A larger map can be found in Appendix 2 
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to create new and resilient urban areas and sufficient housing supply for the growing population, it is safe 

to say that the real estate sector in Copenhagen has its work cut out. In the following we will go into more 

detail with the climate risk facing the city and the real estate sector.  

2.4 Overview of Sector Climate Risks – Climate Vulnerability Analysis (2017-
2030) 

In the latest IPCC assessment report (AR5) it is concluded that we can expect an increase in global mean 

surface temperature that, among other, is likely to cause an increase in heat waves, more intense and more 

frequent extreme precipitation events and a rise in global mean sea level (IPCC, 2014).  

According to the Danish Meteorological Institute, DMI, temperatures are expected to have risen between 

1.2°C and 4°C in Denmark by the end of this century depending on the level of future emissions (Olesen et 

al., 2014, p.10). Regardless of emission scenario we can expect an increase in precipitation in winters and 

dryer summers with extreme rain events expected to intensify during the summer months (Olesen et al., 

2014, p.7). Furthermore, by 2100 we can expect a 0,1-0,9 meter rise in sea levels (Olesen et al., 2014, p.17).  

These changes will have huge impacts on both natural and human systems, with substantial associated 

damage costs. The expected damages from sea level rise in Denmark is among the five highest in Europe 

relative to BNP, and the extensive coastline means that adaptation costs are high (Christensen et al., 2014, 

p.43). Across Europe costs related to flooding are expected to double or even triple by 2080 (Christensen et 

al., 2014, p.17).  

2.4.1 Climate Risks in the Real Estate Sector 

When zooming in on the Real Estate sector, the potential consequences from climate change are 

significant. They include damage to physical structures; disruption of business operations; and health and 

safety issues for both construction site workers and building occupants (Wedawatta et al., 2009 p. 14). 

Changing weather patterns might also lead to an increase in construction delays and associated costs and 

potentially affect the length of the building season (Chalmers, 2014, p.12).  

As construction activities stands for more than 50% of fixed capital formation in the EU (Ecorys, 2010, p.i), 

one of the biggest and most urgent challenges is to climate-proof existing physical structures as well as new 

ones. Even though this presents a challenge to the sector, it can also increase demand and spur growth.    

Another important matter of concern when discussing the real estate sector and its relationship to climate 

change is the high amount of emissions generated by the sector. According to the European Commission 

buildings are responsible for 40% of the EU’s final energy consumption and the construction sector 

generate more than one-third of the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions (European Commission, 2017).  

Mitigation in terms of reducing energy consumption of buildings as well as reducing emissions in material 

production and construction activities is essential to limit emissions and temperature increases. New 

building designs that address both climate adaptation issues as well as mitigation are therefore essential.  

2.4.2 Vulnerability Analysis of the Real Estate sector in the City of Copenhagen  

Urban areas are generally at high risk because they contain a high concentration of both high value assets, 

cultural heritage, critical infrastructure as well as a large percentage of vulnerable populations. Urban 

centres are especially vulnerable to extreme weather events such as extreme precipitation, storm surges 

and heat waves; the latter exacerbated by the urban heat island effect (Christensen et al., 2014, 14). The 

high degree of impervious surfaces as well as land fill and the narrowing of flood delta systems also 

decreases cities’ ability to cope with extreme precipitation events such as cloudbursts (EEA, 2012, p.222). 
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Furthermore, extreme weather events are the type of events that are primarily expected to change with 

global warming, becoming both more severe and more frequent (Olesen et al., 2014, p. 19).  

As the City of Copenhagen is both an urban centre and located on the coast it is highly exposed. According 

to the City of Copenhagen’s Climate Adaptation Plan (2011) by 2100 damage costs from a 20-year rain-

event are expected to be around EUR 600 thousand if no measures are taken to adapt. This is compared to 

the same amount of damage costs from a 100-year event in 2010 (Københavns Kommune, 2011, p.21)5. In 

relation to sea level rise, a 100-year flood event in Copenhagen today is 1,5 meters. If average sea level 

rises 0,5 meters, such an event can be expected to occur, on average, every other year by 2100 (Olesen et 

al., 2014, p. 18). In the storm surge adaptation plan damage costs from sea level rise and storm surges 

between EUR 1-1,5 billion are estimated over the next 100 years (Københavns Kommune, 2017c, p.19).  

Specifically relating to real estate, strong winds during storms are expected to create both major and minor 

damage, such as direct damage to roofs, indirect damage caused by exposure of the interior, and severe 

damage to building structures (Københavns Kommune, 2011, p.68). The occurrence of devastating storms is 

expected to increase within this century (Christensen et al., 2014, p.32). According to DMI we can expect 

10-year storm events to increase in strength with 10% in winters in Denmark (Københavns Kommune, 

2011, p.54). Average wind speed is also expected to increase from 2050 and onwards (Olesen et al., 2014, 

p.15).  

One of the major threats to the building stock in Copenhagen is flooding. In case of extreme precipitation 

lack of capacity in the sewage system can cause damage (Københavns Kommune, 2011, p.67). Sewage 

overflows on streets can also cause contaminated water to enter basements and buildings causing damage, 

as well as posing severe threats to health and safety. Changes in precipitation will also create fluctuations in 

groundwater levels, which can cause increased risk for both flooding and building foundations (Christensen 

et al., 2014, p. 47). 

Urban heat island effects are not expected to present a threat in the coming years as temperatures rarely 

exceed 25-28°C.  However, the city is committed to using green structures that provide shade and increase 

air circulation in order to prepare for future increases in temperature (Københavns Kommune, 2011, p.42-

43). 

2.4.3 Climate Vulnerability Foresight 2030 

It is unlikely that major effects from climate change will be experienced within the relatively short 

timeframe of 13 years. However, effects of climate change are already evident. According to Christensen et 

al. (2014) the mean sea level has risen 3,2 mm/year since 1993 compared to an average increase in 1,7 

mm/year in the 20th century and this tendency is expected to continue (Christensen et al., 2014, p.13,19). A 

rising sea level has already been observed along the Danish coastline, except for northern parts of Jutland 

(Olesen et al., 2014, p.16). Average precipitation in Denmark has also increased since mid-century and this 

tendency is expected to continue for the winter seasons (Olesen et al., 20114, p.12). On a global level, a 10-

60% increase in extreme precipitation events is expected by 2100 (Christensen et al., 2014, p.21). 

Copenhagen estimates that until 2060 rainwater presents the highest risk, whereas sea level rise will be the 

dominant risk thereafter (Københavns Kommune, 2011, p.23).  

Although major impacts from climate change are not likely within a short timeframe, experiences such as 

the 2011 cloudburst in Copenhagen that created damages for about 650-800 million EUR (Københavns 

Kommune, 2012b, p.1) shows the need to act now. The Real Estate sector is responsible for maintaining 

existing building structures as well as for providing new structures for urban development. Buildings 

                                                
5 In the calculation of cost is included costs from operational downtime, delays and expenses for replacing inventory.  
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represent some of our longest-lived fixed assets, and it is therefore crucial that both emissions reduction 

and climate resilience is considered in all construction work.  

The potential for climate services, providing detailed information and consultancy on how to optimally 

prepare the built environment for future climate change, should therefore be great. However, as will be 

shown in the analysis, there are several obstacles to CS market growth. In the next chapter we will begin by 

introducing the relevant sector stakeholders, before presenting the different framework conditions 

governing the sector that affect uptake of climate services.  

3 Stakeholders and Framework Conditions 

3.1 Stakeholder Mapping  

Figure 3 illustrates the main actors in the real estate sector and their main area of involvement in the 

different phases of the building lifecycle.  

As is apparent from the number of actors involved in the different phases, the real estate sector is 

characterized by a very fragmented value chain with assets and responsibilities changing hands frequently. 

This generally has a negative effect on the implementation of climate adaptation measures as the 

responsibility is not clearly defined and not clearly passed on.   

In the following we present the responsibilities of the main actors in the real estate sector on an overall 

level. Because of the complex structure of the sector we have chosen to present the main actors rather 

than specific stakeholders involved in the Real Estate sector in Copenhagen.  

Real Estate Developers - Private developers (partially) finance and oversee building projects in order to sell 

the finished structure for profit. They function as overall project managers and have an interest in 

maximizing their investment, which is usually short term.  

General contractors - General contractors are responsible for managing a building process. Their primary 

responsibility is to oversee the project development, negotiating contracts with subcontractors and 

managing the budget.  

Architects and landscape architects - The primary task for architects is to realize ideas and visions formed 

in collaboration with the developer or building owner. Architects also often function as project managers 

for building projects handling the negotiations with builders.  

Engineers - Engineers are required to calculate the technical specifications in relation to a construction 

project. This entails initial screening as well as technical design.  

Builders/Sub-contractors - Builders include carpenters, plumbers, electricians and other specialized and 

non-specialized construction workers on a sub-contract basis.  

Building Material Manufactures - Building material manufactures’ major concerns are whether their 

materials live up to standards and performs according to demand while making the desired return on 

investment.   
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Figure 3: Mapping of Stakeholders in the Real Estate sector  
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Building Owners – residential and non-residential - Some building owners especially non-residential might 

have specific needs in relation to the use of the building. This can be the need to maintain a specific 

temperature or it can be related to the use of hazardous substances. For building owners who let their 

property, the satisfaction of the tenants will be a main interest. As buildings often represent a considerable 

asset, building owners are also interested in maintaining or improving the value of the asset.  

Building Administrators – are often hired by building owners to administer the practical issues related to 

the building. This can be the administration of contracts with tenants, planning of refurbishments and 

overall state of the buildings performance. The building administrators will also often manage maintenance 

professionals.     

Maintenance Professionals – Maintenance professionals are mostly concerned with the condition of the 

building, such as the performance of heating and water systems and other technical installations, as well as 

making sure that the structure meets users’ needs.  

End Users - End users are concerned with whether the structure lives up to their needs, provides the 

desired comfort, as well as avoiding any disturbances or damages to their personal property.   

Technical Consultants – Are sometimes used for making structural surveys or energy screenings of the 

buildings. They might also offer other advice and services related to facility management.   

Real Estate Agencies - Real estate agents act as intermediaries between sellers and buyers of property. 

Depending on whether they are representing the buyer or the seller they will look at whether the pricing is 

fair and if any last-minute improvements should be made or if the property is a match for the client.  

Public Authorities - Planners working for local public authorities are, among other things, responsible for 

developing local land use zones and issuing building permits.  

Public Supply – Utility companies are responsible for providing adequate infrastructure for, and supply of, 

drinking water, sewage, heating and electricity. They need to make sure that new buildings comply to 

current standards.  

Financial Institutions – Provides capital through loans or investments for building projects. They need to 

make sure that their clients are solvent and manage risks. They might also manage investments (intangible 

assets in this regard) on the behalf of others.  

Specialist Consulting – Can provide support during the early design phases on process management, user 

involvement or special technical issues.  

Industry Associations - Industry Associations are typically non-for-profit organizations that represent the 

interest of the industry. They might provide training programs or try to push specific agendas through 

lobbying or campaigns.   

3.1 Framework Conditions 

The Real Estate sector is generally highly regulated and there are several framework conditions that govern 
the sector which, in different ways, influence the way climate change is understood and acted upon, and 
thereby effecting the uptake of climate services.  
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We have divided the framework into four types: regulatory framework, knowledge framework, institutional 
framework and business support framework. 

Figure 4: Framework Conditions 

The four types of framework conditions and their impact on the uptake of climate services is presented 

below. A scoring of the framework conditions can be found in Appendix 6.  

3.1.1 Regulatory framework 

There are two aspects to the regulatory framework. One is legislation, that directly impacts the real estate 

sector by setting quality standards and ensuring that the built environment is safe or does not negatively 

affect health. The other is the more indirect regulation or stimulation of demand, such as by subsidies and 

public investments. This includes finance and taxation policies that influence demand through regulating 

the availability of capital. 

The main regulation in the Real Estate sector is the National Building Code, governed by Executive Order nr. 

1178 of 23/09/2016 of the Building Act. The Building Code, among other things, regulates the issuance of 

building permits. A building permit is required for most new construction projects and any major 

renovations.  

To be able to issue a building permit it must be made clear that proposed construction is not in violation of 

any other legislation, such as the national Executive Order nr. 1529 of 23/11/2015 on Planning which 

regulates the local land use zoning in municipal and district plans. Other relevant legislation includes laws 

on environment, nature protection, working environment, public roads, utility supply, emergency 

management, promotion of energy reduction in buildings, and urban development. Furthermore, an 

application for a building permit requires a description of the construction work, drawings of the size and 

location of the building, and description of materials to be used.6 

The regulatory framework is thus extensive, and has a high impact on how climate change is acted upon 

within the industry. An example is the introduction of energy efficiency demands in the building code after 

the first oil crisis in the 1970’s, that placed energy efficiency high on the agenda in development of new real 

estate to the present day (Erhvervsfremme Styrelsen, 2000, p.44; Niras, 2010, p.3).  

Climate adaptation has yet to receive the same attention in the regulatory framework. Currently the 

National Building Code requires that buildings are protected against water intrusion and withstand strong 

winds, but it is not required that future weather conditions are considered (Trafik-, Bygge- og 

Boligstyrelsen, 2015). The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) required for some structures is another 

regulation where climate change could be considered instrumental, and climatic conditions are a required 

consideration (Mljø- og fødevareministeriet, 2009). However, a study from 2012 of 100 EIA’s shows that 

                                                
6 The current building code can be found in English here http://historisk.bygningsreglementet.dk/english/0/40 
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only a minority address the impacts that climate change will have and, furthermore, only 10% of the 

assessments address uncertainty or limitations in relation to climate change scenarios (Larsen, 2014, p.3).  

There are however some regulations that are helping to introduce climate change as a consideration in the 

Real Estate sector. In 2012, the Danish Government and the National Association of Municipalities agreed 

that all municipalities should prepare a local climate adaptation action plan as part of the municipal plan. 

With the 2012 revision of the Planning Act, climate adaptation was furthermore introduced as a 

justification for planning measures. Demands for a specific datum level and a requirement of local 

rainwater drainage systems are some of the planning measures that can now be used (Københavns 

Kommune, 2017c, p.23).  

These legal opportunities have been extensively used by The City of Copenhagen. Since the launch of their 

Climate Adaptation plan in 2011 (Københavns Kommune, 2011), the City of Copenhagen has worked 

strategically with climate adaptation. The main purpose of the plan was to map future climate risks with 

regard to precipitation, heat, storm surges and water supply, and to define a strategy on adaptation. The 

strategy developed is highly dependent on the collaboration of actors in the Real Estate sector taking 

additional measures to adapt, such as handling rainwater locally and building to the required surface 

elevations. This heightened focus on climate change in the municipality is reflected in the demands set-out 

in local plans and in building permit application processing. Although it is not legally binding, the cities 

Architectural Policy (Københavns Kommune, 2017a) also focuses on climate change adaptation as a shared 

responsibility and as an opportunity for creating a greener and more livable city. They City has since 

released both a Cloudburst and a Storm Surge Management Plan (Københavns Kommune, 2012b, 2017c).  

On a European level, directive ‘2007/60/EC on the assessment and management of flood risk’ has also 

helped introduce climate adaptation measures as it requires all areas at risk of flooding (currently 10 risk 

areas are pointed out in Denmark) to make a risk management plan (Kystdirektoratet, March 23rd, 2017). 

Directive ‘2000/60/EC establishing a framework for Community action in the field of water policy’ also 

impacts climate change action as it regulates water management practice.  

3.1.2 Knowledge framework  

There are a number of knowledge institutions that are involved in supporting research and development in 

the Real Estate sector. These include both universities and approved independent research and technology 

institutions. These institutions are both incrementally providing new solutions as well as ensuring that new 

products live up to established standards. They are furthermore involved in policy development and there 

is a tradition that knowledge institutions and industry organizations provide guides and instructions on how 

to implement current legislation, such as the building code.  

The establishment of standards can be influential in pushing a specific agenda as has been the case for 

energy efficiency. However, standards can also be an obstruction for introducing new praxis or products 

that do not fit with the existing framework. This has been made apparent in the Danish campaign TEST that 

supported the introduction of new sustainable building technologies. A major obstacle for the companies 

was that their products fell outside of established product categories. Therefore, new tests to prove the 

safety and functionality of the product had to be developed simultaneously in order for the products to 

prove that they live up to legal standards (Smith Innovation, 2016, p.11).  

In Denmark, as will be elaborated in Chapter 4 in the section about climate service suppliers, another 

characteristic is that knowledge institutions transform climate data into new, free, easy-to-follow standards 

for the building industry, thereby negatively affecting the commercial market for climate services.  

Finally, education is increasingly spurring interest in climate change, and providing the appropriate 

qualifications for dealing with it. As climate change issues cut across the value chain, a transdisciplinary 
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focus and skills in collaboration are needed, something that is generally a focus in the sector, even though it 

is still strongly divided between traditional professions and craftsmanship (Deloitte, 2013, p.6).  

3.1.3 Institutional framework 

Generally, the Real Estate sector in Denmark has low investment in research and development compared to 

other sectors and compared to the same sector in other European countries (Deloitte 2013, p.7). This is 

often attributed to the organization of the sector, especially the asset creation part. Although physical 

structures often have a lifetime of a 100 years minimum, asset creation is characterized by its temporary 

nature. For each building project a multi-disciplinary team from different companies is put together for a 

one-off collaboration, which limits the interest in long term investments.  

The collaboration between all parties in the construction process is regulated by the so-called AB system, 

which is comprised of three agreed documents ABR 89 – General Conditions for Consulting Services, AB92 – 

General Conditions for the Provision of Works and Supplies within Building and Engineering and ABT 93 – 

General Conditions for Turnkey Contracts. These documents constitute the general basis of contractual 

agreements. They have not been updated since 1993 and are perceived as being out of date (Kuben 

Management, 2016, p.4). In relation to an ongoing revision of these, The Danish Association of 

Construction Clients (DACC) have put forward a number of specific requests for changes (DACC, 2014). They 

raise the issue that consultants are not liable for flaws and omissions in the initial project description and 

design. This means that later discoveries will be at the cost of the construction client (DACC, 2014, p. 3). 

One of the impacts of this system is that the incentive for including calculations regarding climate change in 

the initial planning phases, where it is most suitable, is diminished.  

Additionally, the division of responsibility in the AB system does not reflect current practice, which leads to 

disagreements (Kuben Management, 2016, p.4). This shifting of responsibility and lack of collaboration 

means that the incentive for including additional requirements, such as climate adaptation measures, is 

low; something that is reflected through the entire value chain. For example, public procurement could 

play a major role in fostering innovation by initiating new collaboration methods and setting new 

requirements in terms of using climate data. But according to an analysis by Deloitte there is a tendency to 

lean towards more traditional processes because of a focus on avoiding liability (Deloitte, 2013, p.5). 

Another framework condition related to the institutional framework that might help further climate change 

is the introduction of certification schemes for buildings such as LEED or BREEAM7 (NIRAS, 2010, p. 6). A 

recently introduced system in Denmark is the DGNB certification8. Although climate adaptation is not an 

explicit concern the certification has an overall focus on lifecycle economy, which might help further the 

agenda.  

3.1.4 Business support framework 

The insurance sector could potentially be the biggest driver of climate adaptation in the business support 

framework. Whilst insurance premiums are currently not significantly affected by climate risk, this is likely 

to change in the future (Task Force for Klimatilpasning, 2012, p.86-89). A number of insurance companies 

                                                

7 LEED - Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, provides a framework to create healthy, highly efficient and 

cost-saving green buildings. The framework is developed by U.S. Green Building Council. More information is available 

at: https://new.usgbc.org/leed. BREEAM - Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method, is a 

method of assessing, rating, and certifying the sustainability of buildings. BREEAM is developed by Building Research 

Establishment (BRE). More information is available here: https://www.breeam.com/  

8 DGNB – Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen. More information available at: http://www.dk-
gbc.dk/dgnb/introduktion-til-dgnb/ 

https://new.usgbc.org/leed
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already offer discounts to private domestic building owners for certain adaptation measures (Garner, 

2014).  There is also a national storm surge insurance scheme, enabling property owners to receive 

compensation in case of damages to property endured during storm events. However, only events more 

severe than a 20-year event are eligible for compensation from the Danish Storm Council (Københavns 

Kommune, 2011, p.75) 

The business support framework also includes legal support. As explained earlier, regulation has a high 

impact on the climate change agenda in the sector, and the ability to navigate legislative issues is crucial for 

the implementation of climate mitigation and adaptation measures. Issues of liability are especially 

important to address if climate change is to be taken into consideration.    

The finance sector also has a big impact. The priorities of private, public and institutional investors are 

crucial for the extent to which climate mitigation and adaptation measures are implemented. As will be 

presented in the demand analysis in section 4.2 the different timeframes involved in creating, managing 

and trading assets has a high impact on the uptake of climate services.  

Investments from the European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) also help further the climate 

mitigation and adaptation agenda. As is presented in COWI’s report from 2016 out of the total EUR 1.3 

billion support for Denmark 1.4% is marked for climate change adaptation and additional EUR 438.9 Million 

is allocated to actions that could contribute to climate change adaptation and/or mitigation (COWI, 2016, 

p.74). Most of these funds are allocated through the National Rural Development Programme for actions 

that address biodiversity, water management and soil management.  

4 Characterizing the Market  

4.1 Demand Analysis: Existing Climate Service Supply and Use  

In order to present current usage of climate services we have divided the building life cycle into three 

phases that have distinct demand patterns: planning and design, construction, and facility management. 

The current use of climate services in the different phases as well as descriptions of unmet demand is 

presented below.  

4.1.1 Climate service demand in the planning and design phase 

Advisors such as engineers and architects are involved in the development of new real estate from the 

phase of screening until the processing and handing over of a feasibility study. Feasibility studies and 

screenings are often used as the foundation for acquiring a building permit from public authorities, and 

thereby framework for the completed real estate. This process is largely the same for major renovations.  

In the early phases of screening, architects or engineers are asked to detail the potential of a space on a 

conceptual level, rooted in the physical context. They test the ideas and intentions of the developer in 

models and digital representations using 2- and 3- dimensional design tools. They draw-up initial technical 

designs, flow diagrams, perform calculations and analyse the relation between different functions. These 

visualizations of the building project require a preliminary understanding of the physical conditions of the 

building site and neighbourhood.  

According to interviews, whether the initial analysis factors-in climate change related conditions - and 

therefore make use of climate services - is dependent on several factors:   

• if there is a history of flooding or it is an exposed area 

• if there is a request from the client  

• if this is a special area of concern from the adviser (architect or engineer) 

• if it is required by regulations  
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A representative from a consulting engineering firm explains: “Even though clients are getting more 

professional in their approach to risk, usually we are the ones putting climate adaptation on the agenda.” 

This challenge of getting climate change on the agenda is also related to the many other pertinent concerns 

when creating new structures. As a developer puts it: “Our risk analysis is targeted at technical and legal 

matters.”  

As presented in Chapter 3, the demands set out in the local plans also determine to some extent whether 

or not climate change is to be considered. For the City of Copenhagen local rainwater management using 

landscape based drainage systems can be a specific requirement. Overall, calculations of waterflow and 

dimensioning of water management is generally the main concern when climate change is addressed. 

Temperature and wind conditions are rarely considered.  

When there is a need to calculate water flows, information such as terrain data and area layouts is usually 

provided by the local authorities. However, this data is often seen to be limited as explained here by 

representatives of the local utility company and a major engineering firm:  

“There is a loss of knowledge because the advisors that propose design solutions in the early phases do not 

have a full picture of the conditions, and doesn’t know what is actually possible.”  

“Climate adaptation is a basic ingredient in master planning today, but when you take a close look at the 

district planning or go into detail with the configuration of the plan, dimensioning and location of e.g. 

retention basins is not realistic in terms of how the water actually flows in reality and how much spaces 

there is needed to comply with the norm.”  

Generally, this lack of more precise data means that a number of the interviewees feel that many climate 

adaptation solutions are either under- or overestimated. The balance between providing a quick overview 

and getting more detailed data is a concern for the actors involved because if the feasibility study and 

project proposal is not accurate enough this will mean extra costs and delays in the construction phase. 

However, there is no time or resources for dealing with large and detailed data sets in the planning phases.  

One architect explained: “We are looking for a tool to inform us on climate data in the early phases, which 

in our field means everything from master planning to preparation of district plans and almost until project 

proposal, which nowadays is the time were an engineer finds his calculator and starts the real configuration 

– often that is way too late.”  

To create technical specifications knowledge is needed on future weather conditions as well as water flow 

on the ground. During the interviews, it was generally noted that although fraught with uncertainty, 

information about rainfall patterns and intensity is widely available, but information on water flow is much 

more difficult to obtain. As a hydrological expert put it: “Data availability is not an issue. It’s the processing 

that’s the challenge.”  Software programs that are fast and inexpensive to use for the initial screenings 

were especially sought after.  

Because of the technical nature of the solutions related to water management there is a general tendency 

that engineers are trusted to take care of climate adaptation measures. For some of the architects 

interviewed, this presents a challenge, as technical solutions do not always translate well into design and 

liveability for end-users. Tools that can function as collaborative platforms were therefore requested.  

“We don’t process climate data today, but we are starting to look in to different services to be able to 

include data on rainfall and flow in the screening phases and to be able to collaborate closer with the 

engineers in order to qualify and integrate design and water handling systems.”  
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This need for a tool that can translate between different professionals and make effects of climate change 

more tangibly relate to the bigger issue. The intangible and metamorphic nature of climate changes makes 

it easy to neglect, when other concerns such as contaminated soil or traffic noise are more evident.  

This emphasizes the importance of visualizing the effect of climate-related issues such as heavy rainfall to 

be able to prioritize and communicate with clients and authorities. Especially for private developers, 

climate adaptation is close to non-existent in the early phases of screening, unless public authorities put up 

special demands.  

From the interviews, it became clear that the success of getting climate adaptation on the agenda in the 

planning phase is related to the ability to link it with other agendas and areas of concern. A representative 

from a real estate investment company explains their strategy:   

“Since 2011 (the year of a significant cloudburst in Copenhagen) we have had a strategy to incorporate 

climate adaptation in our development of real estate, because it’s one of several concerns of our tenants. 

They are focused on the quality of living and translated into environmental issues it means eco labelled 

materials and resource-awareness. When dealing with climate adaptation we make sure that its linked with 

other wishes such as green courtyards or roofs, and facilities that supports liveability. We work with climate 

adaptation that has an added value in order to accommodate several needs.”  

The need to tell a positive story about climate adaptation is collaborated by one of the developers “Our 

clients don’t ask for climate adaptation, but that doesn’t mean that it’s not a relevant parameter for them. 

We must make it evident, and tell them a good story about the fact that we secured them for the future”  

The branding effect of climate adaptation only works to some extend though, as an engineer explains:  

“We experience that climate adaptation has become a sales parameter for municipalities, and the fact that 

a neighbourhood is climate-adapted is being used as a brand. However, my experience of developers is that 

their main priority is to live up to the norm and nothing more, and they tend to forget climate adaptation 

when they take over. Their horizon is much shorter than the horizon of the local authorities.”  

To summarize, climate services used in the planning and design phases mostly relates to water 

management and hydrological calculations in order to prevent flooding of the finished structure. The use of 

climate services is not yet an established praxis and they are primarily used by engineers. During 

interviews, we encountered an outspoken need for a tool that can be used by non-water professionals, 

which provide information on waterflows, rainfall, and drainage capacity in a large scale, because 

waterflows doesn’t respect immaterial borders. This tool needs to be easy to access and process even 

though data-sets are detailed and large scale. This is needed to strengthen the collaboration between 

engineers and architects, to qualify the solutions and configuration, and to bring down the working hours in 

a competitive field. Also, there is a need for a communicative tool, which can be used to visualize water 

flows in the negotiation with developers and local authorities.  

4.1.2 Climate service demand in the construction phase 

In the construction phase climate information is needed for detailing of the technical specifications. 

Dimensioning of landscape based drainage and sewer systems are calculated, choice of materials is 

configurated with the budget and final choices are made. In this phase knowledge on climate adaptation 

from feasibility studies and screenings is put to the test.   

The main task for the engineers in the construction phase involving climate services is, simply, to determine 

how much space the water needs. This is a crucial calculation. As one engineer explained, a miscalculation 

can mean a 10% reduction of the building area, which is something that can be felt on the bottom line. The 

need for combining knowledge about weather development with knowledge on how the city meets the 
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water such as drainage coefficient, permeability and knowledge of the existing sewer system was also 

emphasized in the construction phase. One engineer explains:  

“Often, we are asked to solve a very specific task, and to be able to solve it we must integrate many 

unknown parameters. More knowledge on the sewer system and permeability, geology and hydrology 

would qualify our solutions to a large extent. I wish there was a central database with information about 

the sewer system, main sewers, pumping stations and combined sewer overflow. We always spend a lot of 

time piecing it together.”   

Data used by engineers in the construction phase are typically historic measurements from the past 40 

years based on rain data originating from the DMI’s rain sensor network coupled with a projection factor of 

1.3 provided by the Water Pollution Committee (This will be explained further in the climate supplier 

analysis). Storm surge statistics are provided by the Danish Coastal Authority and goes back some 100 

years. However, when looking at historical data there are some limitations and issues of debate. Especially 

on what data to include as an engineer explains it here:  

“We need data which encompass data of south east bound storm water incidents, because the sea rises 

significantly more in these types of storms. We have collected the data, but we need to adjust norms and 

100 year-events to the new knowledge.”    

When discussing the timeframes there is a general tendency that advisors work with a very long-term 

projection (100 years) or very short-term norms.  A lack of knowledge on short term projections or 

scenarios on a 15-20-year time span was indicated. Whether the curve towards a projection in 100 years is 

exponential or linear has a considerable influence on the level of precautions needed. Uncertainty 

concerning projections is emphasized by all stakeholders, resulting in suspicion of either over or 

underestimation of climate adaptation solutions.  

“We need some norms on a shorter time span. If we knew that the water would rise 75 cm within the next 

few years, we would be more successful in integrating it in the design, and negotiating the need for climate 

adaptation.”  

Generally, professionals working with construction saw the government as responsible for providing 

accurate and updated data. This constitutes are significant constraint when talking about the market for 

climate services as will be elaborated in Chapter 5.    

Whether climate change is even considered in the construction phase is however also dependent on the 

client’s priorities. One of the obstacles for climate service uptake is therefore the time horizon for the 

different stakeholders. Especially the investors. For private developers, their time frame is not more than 5-

10 years determined by the time when the building is completed and sold. Generally public developers can 

work with a longer time horizon.  

As an example of the longer time horizon, the publicly owned urban development company CPH City & Port 

Development took measures to adapt the low-lying lands to rising sea levels, when developing the new 

urban area Ørestaden in Copenhagen.  

“We wanted Ørestaden to be an attractive recreational area both regarding the green and the blue. As the 

area is very flat and close to sea level the terrain was raised to level 2.6. Furthermore, we did a three-

stringed sewage system – the first of its kind I think.”  

Also in the new urban area North Harbour in Copenhagen climate adaptation is ensured. The northern 

areas along the quay have been raised to level 3.2 to avoid storm surge in accordance with the Climate 

adaption plan of Copenhagen (Klimaplan 2025) Copenhagen Storm Surge Plan will be approved this year, 

and thereby define to what measures the Inner Harbour and neighbouring areas should adapt to rising sea 
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levels, but climate- and storm surge adaptation has been an integrated part of public planning for much 

longer. A representative from the CPH City & Port Development explains:  

“The competition about the North Harbour was announced in 2008. Already back then we were calculating 

a 60cm sea level rise.”  

A consulting engineering firm was used to do the calculations, and they also raised issues about creating 

shaded areas that sheltered for the sun and the wind.  

As in the planning phase, the ability to coordinate across multiple professional points of view is necessary in 

the construction phase. A major shift in water management happened in Denmark recently with landscape 

based drainage systems becoming a tool for water-handling equal to underground pipes. This has 

presented an organizational challenge because as the water rises to the surface new professional 

competencies and materials are required. An engineer explains:  

“We have a lot more knowledge and experience from water handling beneath the surface than from above, 

and therefore it takes more hours on counselling and collaboration than doing water handling beneath 

ground. Despite that its often cheaper to work above surface because it’s expensive to dig.” 

Uncertainty about the functionalities of landscape based drainage systems was a problem raised several 

times in the interviews. A representative from the municipality explains it here: “A lot of people see 

detached systems as a risk. Coherent planning solutions are important to ensure that the problems are not 

just pushed around the city.”  

Since landscape-based climate adaptation is a relatively new way of handling increased rainfall, there is a 

lack of evidence and knowledge on the operational level and the long-term functionality compared to 

pipes. A hydrology expert put it like this: “Even though customers think something is new and interesting, 

they do not want to be the first users.”  

The economic implications were also raised as an area of concern. An advancement in socioeconomic cost 

benefit calculations was particularly requested. A municipal representative explained. “We need to improve 

communication on the benefits of improving the city space when we are implementing the cloudburst 

projects”. This requires a coupling of climate information, impact analysis and damage cost calculations. 

These also need to show the difference between doing something and not doing anything. However, 

financing also relates to responsibility. As an interview participant noted, it is an issue that we do not 

generally understand the sewage system or water flows and therefore cannot see that we might need to do 

something on our property, even though it is a neighbour that has a flooding issue. Overall it was expressed 

in the interviews that there is a need for standards or inspirational sources that can inform advisors and 

developers on how to organize and finance climate adaptation. Preferably, there should be different 

models of collaboration and finance that accommodate a variety of projects and physical conditions.   

In the spirit of supporting collaboration, the ability to make visual representations is just as important in the 

construction phase as in the planning phase. For some construction companies, virtual representations of 

the building project using 3D technology is the new norm. The increased risk awareness of clients requires 

more detail in simulation and visualization of end-results and if climate adaptation is to be integrated in 

these simulations, data needs to be integrated and visualized for end users and decision makers.   

4.1.3 Climate service demand in facility management  

Typically, renovation or adaptation of existing real estate takes point of departure in an urgent need, or by 

initiative of the tenants or the building owner or if the structural survey indicates a needed renovation. Few 

real estate administrators are pro-active towards renovations. An administrator elaborates:  
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“Many people think you need to contact the administrators to push agendas on issues such as energy 

renewal, but instead you need to contact the board of residents or real estate owners. Administrators are 

not willing to push any agendas that exceeds what they are paid.” 

The structural survey indicates what needs to be dealt with, and climate data is not used in the preparation 

and analysis, unless damages as humidity or water in the basement would activate precautionary 

measures. The technical advisor has the power to put climate adaptation on the agenda, or local authorities 

with subsidy schemes. The biggest challenge is that climate adaptation competes with other priorities 

especially from tenants. As two administrators explain:  

“Climate adaptation is not sexy enough – people would rather have a balcony.” 

“Climate adaptation is not a concern for our customers. They are very concerned about price movements 

and they are concerned about climate on a building level - indoor climate and amenity value.”  

For some types of housing tenants simply can’t afford the rent increase. Generally, the financial part of 

climate adaptation is also raised as an issue in the Facility Management phase.  

“The economic advantages of climate adapting real estate are not made evident enough today.” 

“The time horizon for renovation is very short for residents and must be very cost efficient. If you want to 

adapt real estate for changing weather conditions you need to present strong economic incentives to do it 

or, prove the cost of status quo.”  

In relation to Facility Management it is also relevant to mention weather services, as the increased focus on 

energy reduction and the digitalization of our built environment points to new possibilities for real time 

control of buildings. This especially relates to heating and cooling systems. Although it was not mentioned 

in the interviews as something that is currently used, we encountered several weather services targeted for 

facility management during research.  

4.1.4 Benefits of use: existing, and potential sector needs 

Overall the demand analysis shows that raising the level of knowledge in the early phases of decision 

making to be able to amend the solutions, keep within budgets, and secure the investment against climate 

change are the primary benefits for using climate services.  

The need to digitalize, professionalize and communicate between stakeholders has also been emphasized 

as a demand that can be supported by climate services.  

The role and engagement of citizens and political stakeholders should also not be underestimated when 

working with climate adaptation.  Climate adaptation of real estate is rooted in a technical language or 

distant global agenda, but is often dealt with - and financed by - a multi-disciplinary team.  For 

collaboration with neighbours in small scale adaption, communication and visualization becomes vital for 

implementation.  

Constraints and opportunities for market growth will be elaborated further in Chapter 5. In the following 

section, the specific climate services encountered in the case study will be presented.  

4.2 Climate Services: Suppliers and Activities 

During the case study, we have taken points of departure in four different climate services that cover a 

range of needs specific to different steps in the process of building new real estate. This has been done to 

understand the character of the climate information used in the separate phases of the building process, 

and to help interview participants understand what climate services are and can be. During interviews, it 

was pointed out that climate adaptation is usually something handled by engineering consultants. The 
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consultancy services provided by engineers will not be elaborated further here. However, a few other more 

tangible climate services were pointed out in interviews. The climates services used and encountered will 

be presented in the following: 

4.2.1 Examples of Climate Services 

Klimatilpasning.dk is an information portal for Climate Change Adaptation run and funded by the Danish 

Environmental Protection Agency. The portal presents existing knowledge on climate change and climate 

change adaptation within a number of areas. The information is targeted at individuals, municipalities and 

businesses and provides information on the newest research and development within climate change 

adaptation in Denmark and abroad. The portal also contains a number of specific examples (case 

descriptions) of adaptation measures and a number of tools that can be used in planning. Its primarily 

being used as reference platform in the very early phases of research and feasibility studies.  

Samvejr is a digital platform that informs and facilitate involvement of citizens. By creating a shared digital 

and social space where people can propose and request inspirational tips and solutions to rainwater 

management, it mobilizes human action as an effective climate adaptation resource. The platform 

promotes active collaboration between authorities and citizens on local climate change adaptation. It does 

this in numerous ways, such as connecting professional experts with highly engaged people in the affected 

areas. “Samvejr” aims to make climate change adaptation a shared concern and not just a concern of public 

authorities. Samvejr is used in the early phases of planning, programming and realization of new real estate 

as a two-way communication platform between end users, developers and advisors. The platform uses 

climate information to educate citizens about future weather conditions in a non-technical way. It also 

presents individual stories from citizens about experiencing devastating weather events.   

Scalgo Live is an interactive flood risk tool that makes it easier to manage flood hazards more precisely 

when planning new developments and in emergency situations. The easy-to-use tool allows for interactive 

flood risk estimation and planning based on high-resolution terrain data. Large volumes of data are 

continually analyzed and updated, so that water movement across the terrain can be simulated with great 

accuracy. In addition to mapping the flooding hazard, the software can be used to analyses scenarios and 

assess consequences for future planning by allowing the user to interact with the data and see the resulting 

outcome. Scalgo is used in the early phases of decision-making, for screening, testing out designs and their 

influence on hydrology and as a communication tool for visualizing flood risk.  

MIKE Urban is a modelling software package for all urban water modelling activities. It covers all water 

networks in the city, including water distribution systems, storm water drainage systems, and sewer 

collection in separate and combined systems. MIKE flood includes a wide selection of specialized flood 

simulation engines, enabling you to model flood problems - whether it involves rivers, floodplains, flooding 

in streets, drainage networks, coastal areas, dams, levee and dike breaches, or any combination of these.  

Other relevant climate service providers encountered in the interviews are following:  

The Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) is the main provider of climate information in a Danish context. 

In the next four years, the Danish Meteorological Institute will develop and run a national Climate Atlas 

funded by the Danish Government. The aim of the Climate Atlas is to prepare the municipalities for climate 

change in the form of an online platform providing them with knowledge on the future weather on a 

municipal scale. The project will build on already existing climate data, but the Climate Atlas will be the 

central dataset presenting an overview of all the different climate parameters needed 

The Centre for Regional Change in the Earth System (CRES) was a multidisciplinary climate research 

platform, funded by the Danish Council of Strategic Research. The funding ended in 2015, but the research 

and deliverables from CRES have been crucial for the current available climate data in Denmark. The overall 
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objective was to reduce the uncertainties surrounding regional climate change and its impacts and provide 

improved models and operational solutions for quantifying climate change and more accurate depictions of 

its impacts.   

The Water Pollution Committee of The Society of Danish Engineers was established in 1944. The purpose 

of the committee is among other things to establish best practice concerning the engineer related elements 

of waste water management to reduce flooding, overflow and contamination. This is done through the 

publishing of a number of guides. One such guide is number 30, “Updated climate factors and dimensional 

rain intensities” (Spildevandskomiteen 2014). This paper uses historical rainwater data from DMI and 

several climate change simulations provided by the European project ENSEMBLES to establish a regional 

model for the estimation of extreme rain events. The guide furthermore defines a set of climate factors 

that needs to be used when dimensioning for future rain events and comes with a spreadsheet than can be 

used for dimensioning drainage systems in accordance with the estimated rain events.   

DinGeo is a webportal that gathers geodata and presents them in a simple and understandable way. 

Dingeo retrieves data from sources and archives designed for professionals, and makes them accessible for 

the public. The platform contains data on flood risk, radon, soil pollutions, traffic noise and more. 

The Danish Natural Environment Portal is a public-sector partnership between the Ministry of the 

Environment, Danish Regions and Local Government Denmark and functions as an independent portal 

across administrative boundaries. The Danish Natural Environment Portal offers common data about 

nature and the natural environment in Denmark. It is an important tool for municipal authorities in 

planning and decision-making, because the portal makes it possible to quickly combine data from different 

sources 

Several advisory services and guides for introducing climate adaptation in construction and real estate 

management are also available. One example is the Danish Association of Consulting Engineers’ Guide to 

Climate Adapted Design (FRI, 2012).  

4.2.2 Quality assurance and provenance  

Interviewees generally expressed that they expected that the necessary action for protecting our cities and 

buildings against climate change should be taken by the government. They therefore also expected the 

needed climate information to be made available at no cost. Overall there was a dissatisfaction that 

detailed rain information from DMI is a paid for service at the moment, since DMI is funded by the 

government. Interviewees also expressed that they expected information coming from official government 

agencies to be the most reliable and trustworthy since they did not have a commercial interest in 

promoting particular results. For all stakeholders, the continued maintenance and updating of data is 

emphasized. An example that the request for freely available public data is being honoured is the recent 

launch of the Climate Atlas.  

The market for commercial climate services is therefore not related to providing climate information but to 

providing associated consultancy in interpreting these results on a local and case-by-case basis. 

Furthermore, services that couple climate information with damage costs, material properties, and 

infrastructure data are the most sought-after.  

4.3 Market Size and Growth   

If we look at the numbers presented in a market study conducted by kMatrix (2018) the overall market for 

climate services in Europe is estimated to a sales value of EUR 6.3 billion in 2015/16. Climate services for 
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the Built Environment9 is estimated to represent EUR 500 million of these sales making it the largest sector 

for climate services sales in Europe. Almost 50% of these sales draw on land based data platforms (kMatrix, 

2018, p.18). In an analysis of European climate service suppliers it is furthermore shown that of the 371 

climate service suppliers covered in the study, 25% percent offer climate services for building and 

construction, and almost 40% offer climate services for urban/spatial planning (Cortekar, 2017, p.26). These 

findings indicate that climate services for the real estate sector should be a substantial market. The 

difference in methodology for defining the sector as well as for calculating the turnover for climate service 

sales, makes it hard however, to transfer these numbers to the Real Estate market in Copenhagen.  

In the previous presentation of climate services demand and supply it has become apparent that climate 

change is not a standard concern for the sector in Copenhagen, and that the market for climate services has 

not yet matured. There are many competing issues and generally the sector relies on established norms 

and regulations. However, the case study revealed two examples of climate adaptation forerunners, and in 

the following we will show how a more detailed analysis of these can help identify the main parameters for 

the climate services for real estate market. 

The first example is the CPH City & Port Development. For the past ten years they have consistently worked 

with how to handle not only different scenarios for rising sea levels, but also higher temperatures and more 

extreme wind. Water has been an integral part of the master plans CPH City & Port Development are 

making; not only at the harbour-front but at large inland residential areas Amager and in Sydhavnen. The 

other example is the technical department of the City of Copenhagen who is responsible for planning and 

supervising infrastructure for portable water and waste water. Since 2007, they have worked to introduce 

climate adaptation in city projects. The characteristics of these two organisations deserve a closer look as 

they inform us about the critical factors that need to be in place in order for climate adaptation and climate 

services to be a central concern.  

First of all, these organisations represent big volumes – the development of the major new-build areas of 

Copenhagen (Nordhavnen alone will when fully built equal the size of other top 10 cities in Denmark) or the 

planning for all of Copenhagen include the projected 300 climate adaptation projects with overall 

investments for more than 1,5 billion euros. 

Secondly the extent and size of climate problems are obvious with areas situated at the harbour front or in 

low lying land fill areas as on Amager. These are not only of a theoretical nature – a flooding event in 2007 

put extreme rainfall on the agenda (even though it was another 2011 event that had a galvanizing effect).  

Thirdly, unlike the private developers, these two organisations work on a long time horizon. It is expected 

that the transformation of the harbour areas will go on for another 30 years. What is important is not 

speed, but that the land development can happen in a pace that allows for areas to mature and create the 

maximum return on investment not only for investors but also for the City.   

Fourthly, the task of developing or planning (climate adapted) urban transformation is the core business of 

these institutions. It is not something they do along with other things, but rather something they do not 

only at-scale, but on a recurrent basis.  

Fifthly, even though many stakeholders will be involved, these institutions have had a very strong mandate 

to act on their own. The number of initial decision makers that need to be involved in the early planning 

stages is limited. 

                                                
9 It is not entirely clear how this definition corresponds to other definitions of construction activities or the real estate 
sector. 
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Finally, solutions as to how to solve climate challenges facing these organisations are known. In the case of 

developing harbour-areas, it has quite simply been a question of if areas should be raised 2,6 meters or 

3,05 meters above sea level. For the City of Copenhagen, it has been a matter of designing the overall 

water flow through the city by combinations of pipes and surface solutions.  This in turn does not mean 

that specialist climate services must be procured; here the input from either international or leading Danish 

engineering companies has been essential.  

To sum up, this suggest that a wide set of parameters have to be in place simultaneously before climate 

and climate services becomes a priority:   

 

Figure 5: Characteristics of the Real Estate Climate Service Market in Copenhagen 

In essence, it takes something special for climate adaptation to be top of mind. For the same reason, the 

most obvious go-to-market strategy would be to identify and target lead users rather than approaching the 

vast majority of the latent market.  

In conclusion, the market for climate services for the real estate sector, although yet to fully mature, shows 

a large growth potential, with numbers from the other deliverables already showing substantial sales. 

Digitalization trends and an emerging risk awareness in the Real Estate sector also indicate that the need 

for easy and quick to use climate services that helps to get an overview of climate change risks and 

adaptation measurements will grow in the coming years. However, for the market to grow it is essential 

that the overall awareness of climate proofing our buildings and infrastructure is supported by policy 

development and a general awareness raising.  

These premises for building the Real Estate climate services market will be elaborated in the following 

chapter.   
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5 Building the Real Estate Climate Service Market  

In this chapter, we present the constraints and opportunities related to building the real estate climate 

service market as they have been identified in the case study. This analysis lays the foundation for the 

recommendations presented in chapter 6.   

5.1 From Climate Data to Climate Norms – a short window of opportunity  

One of the striking features of real estate’s approach to climate data is how quickly complex information on 

the future climate is built-in, and reduced to, simple, shared formal and informal norms. Rather than using 

climate data on an ongoing basis, real estate takes this data and transforms them into “rules of thumb” 

that are used over long time spans and often also beyond the context for which they were originally made.  

Perhaps the most obvious example of this is the “1,3” factor used to dimension the drainage system for 

cities in Denmark. Even though climate predictions show a great variance in the amount of rainwater we 

have to adjust to in the future, it soon became the national standard that all cities should expand the 

capacity of their sewage system by 30% to maintain the required service level for drainage.  

Other examples of this inbuilt knowledge are the national building code and local zoning laws. As one 

general contractor puts it “with respect to future changes in temperatures and wind, we simply follow the 

building code as this document in general describes how to make houses in a safe and legally approved 

way”.  Similarly, when it comes to rising sea levels, developers expect that the necessary calculations and 

countermeasures has been made by the authorities as part of making the local zoning laws. If it is not 

mentioned here, it is simply not considered to be a problem and the developers will not purchase further 

climate information. The risk awareness among stakeholders is thus guided by regulations or shared norms, 

meaning that risks, that are not yet established, have a tendency to slip through the cracks, with no-one 

wanting to take responsibility.         

The norms can also be of a more informal character. For instance, calculations on how climate change 

affects specific parts of the city is transferred to other parts of the city and occasionally also have a national 

impact. To illustrate, the recent storm flood plan initiated by the City of Copenhagen was based on very 

detailed calculations on how flooding would affect public transportation (in particular the metro system). 

Based on this, protection levels for the entire inner city has been developed and now these levels are also 

affecting guidelines by other cities even though the water threat as well as the values that needs to be 

protected might differ significantly.   

Even though this “lack” of climate service uptake seems irrational, there is a clear logic to it. First of all 

shared standards significantly reduce information costs. As it is pointed out again and again by the 

planners, clients, real estate agents and developers we have interviewed, the resources and time at hand is 

very limited in the early design phases. And climate adaptation is only one of many concerns. There is 

simply not the time nor the money to do advanced calculations in most cases. Secondly, and perhaps more 

fundamentally, the use of shared standards reflects the very organization of the building industry and is 

predominant in almost all aspects of construction. The temporary nature of building projects implies one-

off collaboration in the value chain. And in order to understand and coordinate among parties with no prior 

knowledge on each other, it is essential with shared and stable playing rules.  It is by no means a 

coincidence that both clients and advisors in the interviews have expressed that shared norms for climate 

adaptation are important in order to create consensus and reach agreements.   

From a climate service market point of view, this significantly reduces the market size. It is more important 

that climate information is shared and stable rather than precise and dynamic. This is in turn implies that 
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climate services are only used in a narrow time frame (when the norm is settled or occasionally resettled) 

and only by the few agencies that create these formal or informal norms.  

5.2 From Climate Data to City Data – why know the weather if you do not know 
your city? 

One of the major obstacles to a growing market for climate service relates to an unbalanced focus – there 

seems to be plenty of data on climate variables but very little data on how the climate affects the city. From 

a real estate point of view, the line of causality can be displayed the following way:  

 

Figure 6: Causality Chain 

Firstly, we need to understand how weather is changing, which in turn can tell us something about how 

cities are impacted by more water, stronger winds etc. Secondly, we need to understand how this affects 

the infrastructure, buildings and people in the city. This is where existing climate services start to fail. What 

is, so to speak, the use of knowing you will receive more rainwater if you do not know the drainage capacity 

of your parks and pipes or the attitude among people to get wet or not? Thirdly we need to understand 

what can be done about the challenges: what solutions are available? Fourthly, an assessment of cost and 

benefits from different levels of intervention has to made including the difficult task of assessing the 

potential co-benefits that can be created from multipurpose climate adaptation. And then finally, we need 

to clarify how these actions can be organized and financed as there are no existing bodies and practices to 

take care of this.  

The interviews give numerous examples on how climate data needs to be linked to other data sets to be 

useful for real estate: 

• Data on drainage effects – how much water will evaporate or trickle down in the green parks etc 
and other surface solutions that has been designed as part of Copenhagen plan for handling 
extreme rainfalls?  

• Data on other urban infrastructure – where exactly do we have all the other existing as well as 
planned infrastructure underground? It is easy ‘on paper’ to say that we need to take the water 
from point A to B, but what happens when it turns out that the new metro will be in between or 
the ground is filled up with pipes for central heating etc.? 

• Data on new technical solutions for water management – what new solutions do we have at hand 
in order, for instance, to transport water on and across roads? How much water can they take and 
how do they function without compromising other needs, for instance road-safety? 

• Data on economic values – where are the valuable and vulnerable parts of cities, and what do we in 
turn need to protect first and foremost? 

• Data on ownership – who owns what and what kind of responsibilities do they have? Without 
knowing this, it is hard to come up with the right strategy to implement and finance climate 
adaption.    

In sum, it seems that while climate research has paid most attention to the first phases, the concern and 

need for information addressed by the people we have interviewed relates to the latter parts. From a 

climate service market point of view, this is obviously a major obstacle – what is the use of knowing the 

climate, if you do not know the city?    
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5.3 The Cost of Having Climate Information 

As mentioned, there is a cost of obtaining climate data that can hinder the market to grow. Added to this, 

in some cases there is also a cost of having climate information.  

This is clearly explained by the interviewed developers and real estate agents. They have the role of 

connecting a building plot to investors as well as users / buyers. This is a rather complex process in which 

the developer usually works on a no-cure-no-pay basis. Adding climate information on how the building 

project might be affected in the long run is not only costly and time consuming, it also creates uncertainty 

about the project and might result in its termination. As one puts it “we do not invent problems” and in the 

word of another developer “we do not sit around and crunch data all day”.  

The perception of the negative impact of having climate information relates to the widespread notion that 

climate change is a problem and not a potential benefit. In general, climate change is associated with the 

risk of flooding and wet cellars – and not with, say, more attractive outdoor environments due to higher 

temperatures. As only the big and professional clients are aware of climate risks, developers have no 

interest in drawing attention to these problems. Rather, they pay interest to long term developments that 

can provide a positive outcome for the project, for instance expected improvements in infrastructure, the 

general development of the neighbourhood or new ways of working that will make the offices more 

attractive.    

To sum up, in a market with many on-off (non-professional) buyers, it may be in the interests even of 

professional middle-men not to increase their knowledge on, for instance, long term climate effects.  

5.4 Time and Money – “the project dilemma” in a fragmented value chain 

As described initially, real estate is a major industry when it comes to investment and turnover. This 

however does not equal an abundance of resources in all phases of construction. Rather, the overall 

amount spent on a building project in the initial and decisive phases is very limited.  

Large professional private, public developers, engineers and architects working on major high-profiled 

urban planning and city transformation, all point out that the time and money they have for making 

decisions on if and why to build is close to zero. It is not until a building project is decided upon – and as 

part of this, described on a conceptual level - that the money starts to flow.  The implication of this is that 

the projects are based on “quick and dirty” analysis and decisions that do not allow for, among many other 

things, detailed climate change and climate adaptation strategies.  

It is a well-known dilemma for one-off projects that the most important decisions are made in the 

beginning when the least is known. Or put differently, the more the project progresses, the more we learn 

and the less we can change. The real estate industry (especially the part that works with constructing new 

buildings) is in our analysis particularly troubled by this phenomenon for three reasons: 

1. Lack of repetition. Unlike in, for instance, the manufacturing industry, one building or one building 
team is different to the next. Therefore, there is limited knowledge to build on in the early phases. 

2. Lack of incentives: The value chain of construction is fragmented and the life spans of building is long. 
This makes it difficult to quantify and make parties liable for under- or over-investment in the early 
phases.  If, for instance, a developer chose to invest heavily in detailed climate analysis that created a 
sounder building project, it would be hard for him to prove that it was this analysis, and not the 
behaviour of subsequent parties, that made the difference. Secondly, even if an effect could be proven, 
it would be very difficult to capitalize on a benefit that is reached many years later.    

3. Lack of information handling capabilities: The early stages of construction are characterized by 
profound uncertainty on needs, solutions and framework conditions. The amount of information 
surpasses what the actors can deal with and bring on to the later stages. So even if investments in 
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climate analysis or similar is made in the initial phase (for instance by the advisor who makes the 
masterplan), it is unlikely that these data will be captured and transferred to the later stages (for 
instance the engineers that details a building or the general contractor building it). The information loss 
from one party to another curtails the impacts of, as well as incentives to, utilize climate services.  

Unless the overall configuration of the industry is changed (from a fragmented to a more coherent value 

chain), these suggest two guiding lines for climate services. Firstly, to make climate services that are “quick, 

dirty and cheap” to use. Secondly, to place more emphasis on how these services can be transformed into 

formats that are easy for all parts of the construction industry.   

5.5 Organizational Complexity – on water flows and decision flows in an 
emergent market 

To the degree, climate services are demanded, the uptake is troubled by the many involved parties. Climate 

adaptation is the problem of all, and hence, the problem of none. There is seldom one single party who 

owns the problem, which makes free-riding and delayed action due to increased coordination costs 

predominant. As one puts it, organizing collaboration is “chess at a very advanced level” – the right move of 

one piece is very dependent on the position of the other pieces.  

This complexity is of an internal and external nature.  Internally, some of the major engineering companies 

emphasize how a different more collaborative approach across divisions and disciplines has been of 

essence in order to solve climate challenges. Externally, the landscape architects find that a more fluid 

interaction with the engineers is emerging which allow more advanced solutions to be made. Similarly, the 

utilities and local authorities explain how their collaboration has been improved over time and is now a key 

to success.  

Even though these examples illustrate how successful implementation of climate adaptation can be made, 

they also illuminate that climate adaptation, as part of this climate services, is an emergent market in which 

a long and costly maturation is needed. It sees that the hardest part is not to control the water flows (or 

other flows created by a changing climate), but to control the decisions flows that is needed in order to 

deal with a changing climate.   

5.6 A Few Dominant Players 

Even though climate adaptation – in particular as a response to extreme rainfalls – has gained significant 

momentum since the 2011 cloudburst event in Copenhagen, it is not yet daily routine to work with. Not 

only does it take something special to be asked for by the clients – the capabilities involved in making and 

using climate services are still concentrated on a few players.  

Civil engineers are one important centre of use. Even big contractors, developers or architectural firms rely 

on calculations from engineers when it comes to hydraulic or similar climate related calculations. It takes a 

big and continuous portfolio of climate related work before the use of climate services get insourced, for 

instance: 

• The utility of greater Copenhagen decided - as a response to ambitious climate adaptation plan for 
Copenhagen (with 300 planned climate adaptation projects) as well as a growing need to align the 
different water adaptation plans between the different part of Greater Copenhagen that now 
become part of this utility - to have their own water modelling unit using, for instance, MIKE-
products 

• The local authorities of Copenhagen are now in the process of building-up internal technical 
competencies also as a response to the climate adaptation plan for Copenhagen launched in 2012.  
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But for the majority of the real estate industry we have interviewed, climate services are something 

purchased externally on a consultancy basis.  

At one hand, this concentration allows for critical mass in competencies and gives specific companies a 

strong interest in developing and asking for new climate services. The two major engineering companies we 

have interviewed as part of this research are strong examples of that will. They both invest in developing 

new tools and consider this development to be critical for maintaining their competitive advantage in 

Denmark and, in the long term, abroad.  

But at the other hand, the uneven use of climate services along the value chain limits demands for and 

impacts of climate services. It is according to the interviews often the case that climate services are used to 

little or too late as the players in the early design phase are not aware of, or find it too costly to use, 

existing climate services. Or as the providers of climate services puts it, it’s frustrating to see all the options 

that are not used in the early phases where they really could make an impact, or, when actually used, 

forgot about in the later stages.   

For the same reason, there is a very positive response to a solution like Scalgo that can demystify climate 

calculations and make it accessible to a wider group of professional but not water-expert users.   

5.7 The Fluid Minds of Customers – nothing beats the (recent) past 

As was introduced in the demand analysis, whether or not climate change is on the agenda for actors in the 

real estate sector depends largely on previously experienced events.  

To the degree that the future matters to potential costumers, it is not in the sense of predictions but in 

being able to change something. As one of the developers points out, their first reaction to climate change 

is “is it really impacting my projects”, then “isn’t it something that the municipality deals with” and finally 

“is it something that I can do anything about”. In other words, knowledge of climate solutions can be a 

prerequisite for wanting to have knowledge on climate problems. This suggests that climate prediction 

services should be narrowly linked with “climate solution services”.  

5.8 Another Brick in the Wall – on backward compatibility  

Climate services are introduced in a network of existing practices and tools. Rather than being used by the 

customers in their own right, the penetration of a climate service is dependent on its compatibility not only 

to other climate services but to the set-up of the industry as such. As explained, the real estate industry is 

highly regulated not only by formal standards and rules, but also by traditions, informal practice and 

voluntary standards that allow the industry to work together in temporary project-based constellations. 

Compatibility must be considered in many dimensions in order for a new climate service to be successful: 

• Fit with existing data sets: As Scalgo points out, the quality of their solutions differs significantly 
with the available national or local data on landscape and terrain. These are very detailed and 
public available in Denmark but less developed even in neighbouring and in general well-organized 
countries like Sweden.  

• Fit with existing software-solutions: There are, as one architectural firm remarks, plenty of design 
software and significant resources have been invested in these for the last 10 years. So why invest 
in and learn yet another one? 

• Fit with strategy: Similarly, the major contractors in Denmark have made Virtual Design and 
Construction (VDC) their main strategy for gaining more control over the design and building phase. 
Every uptake of new solutions will be judged critically in how its fits into this strategy.  
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• Fit with practice: A software like Samvejr proposes a new agenda for user involvement. And even 
though the software might ease and improve this interaction, it requires a new way of working for 
the local authorities.  

• Agenda fit: Climate is one agenda out of many public and political agendas. When the city of 
Copenhagen proposes a more proactive plan to climate adaptation, is has to fit to win over other 
political concerns. Similarly, for the last many years the agenda on sustainability has been about 
saving resources, for instance not to “play around” with water. A service that do not support water 
savings (but rather suggest how to use water in multiple fun ways) might be difficult to understand 
and accept for most users.      

Varying degrees of compatibility can be a possible explanation to the different responses to the climate 

services presented during the interviews. Both Samvejr and Scalgo are considered to be easy to understand 

and easy to use tools that fills a void in the market. However, Scalgo are based on existing GIS-layers and 

have been developed in close interaction with major lead users originally as plug-ins to existing software 

and then gradually transformed into a platform in its own right. Furthermore, unlike more extensive 

software solutions like Mike, Scalgo is a web browser based application that only requires a monthly fee 

and no initial payment which all in all has made it quite a successful application now used in more than 30 

out of 100 municipalities in Denmark. Samvejr on the other hand introduces a new format for user 

interaction and even if this solution is also web-based and with low entry costs, it is not directly consistent 

with the existing ways end users are involved by the municipalities. Consequently, if the municipalities do 

not abandon existing practices as well as mixed experiences with opening up for public involvement, 

Samvejr is likely to be seen as an added cost rather than a way of streamlining and improving public 

outreach.   

This sugges that, the ability to make solutions that ‘fit’ are of utmost importance. This, in turn, implies that 

from the very beginning solutions need to be based on a thorough understanding and adjustment to the 

existing practices and tools of the real estate industry. It will be hard for a generic (non-industry specific) or 

purely climate-science based application to prevail.  It’s the survival of the fittest, not the strongest.  

6 Summary of Drivers and Obstacles to Climate Service Take-up 

The obstacles and drivers analysed in the previous sections can be summarized into where they belong in 

the institutional context for innovation: 

To sum up the obstacles and drivers are as follows: 

6.1 Obstacles: 

Framework: 

• The real estate industry works by shared and stable standards. Climate services are built into these 
standards and for this reason the market for climate services is limited to narrow time frames and 
few agencies.  

• A fragmented value chain limits the benefits from advanced planning tools as information and gains 
are lost when transferred from one part of the value chain to another.  

Providers: 

• An unbalanced view. Too much focus on climate and too little on how the climate affects the city 
and how we can adapt to impacts.  

• Expert systems for expert users: Existing software solutions on water modelling are made by water 
professionals for water professionals.  
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Customers: 

• The problem of all and none. No single party owns the problem.  Demand for climate services is 
therefore dependent on coordination between the involved stakeholders. 

• Lack of repetitive and professional buyers create asymmetric information. Middlemen (for instance 
Real Estate agents and developers) often know more about the potential problems than end-
buyers. As climate change is often associated with negative costs (the fear of flooding), it becomes 
less attractive to procure climate-related information as awareness can compromise the viability of 
a project.  

Technology: 

• Lack of compatibility with existing data and software-solutions. 

6.2 Drivers 

Framework: 

• For certain projects, climate adaptation measures and calculations are mandatory – for instance 
projects that require environmental impact assessments.   

Providers: 

• Climate Services can be a way to open a new market with limited cost. Even if climate services are 
one out of many services delivered by consultants, it is a promising service with respect to the first 
sale to a new customer.   

Customers: 

• International and more professional real estate investors may encourage a more systematic 
approach to risk analysis and as part of this, put more emphasis on climate adaption. 

Technology: 

• The emergence of internet of things makes real life climate services cheaper and better.  

6.3 Areas of Growth and Key Performance Indicators  

Even though climate services uptake in general are hampered by these characteristics, factors that do allow 

market penetration can be identified in the case study. The following figure summarizes what we consider 

to be the most important factors to improve the chance of a successful climate service uptake:   
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Figure 7: Factors for Climate Service uptake 

We would propose that these parameters are used as a starting point for developing a market observatory 

for real estate climate services.  At the same time, they could serve as basis for developing Key 

Performance Indicators by which the market quality of different climate services can be assessed. It would 

be important to make an assessment based on the combined score, as our findings suggest that in order to 

purchase climate services, you need to score high an all parameters at the same time.  

7 Recommendations to Enhance Take-Up of Climate Services 

Our findings from the Copenhagen case study can be distilled into the following guidelines for how to 

promote the climate service uptake in real estate: 

Go for norms: Address the agencies and parties that governs and creates shared standards.  

Create “city services”: Develop services that inform us about how the city and its people are affected by 

and work with climate change. We need to move from predictions to pipes, people and policy.  

Forget about the water: Until now, climate changes have been perceived as a problem rather than an 

opportunity. This makes it less favourable to work with for developers and real estate agents whose core 

business is to develop and market value creation. Perhaps a broader focus on multi-purpose projects as 

well as climate effects besides flooding could nourish a more positive approach.  

Wanted - Quick and dirty (and cheap) solutions. Climate service solutions for early stage decision making 

in real estate should be “quick, dirty and cheap”. Despite potential gains, time and money in the early 

planning and design phase are limited: climate adaptation is one of many concerns. 

Demystify software solutions: The dominant software solutions for water related climate adaptation are 

made by experts on water and hydraulics. Not by experts in users and user interaction. This limits the direct 
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use of climate services to a few specialized players in the value chain (that is, the large civil engineering 

companies).  

Survival of the fittest: Real estate is characterized by a high degree of formal and informal standards, 

practices and tools. Consequently, new solutions should fit into a dense web of existing structures.  This 

implies that services needs to be sector-specific.  It will be the ‘fittest’ and not the “strongest” climate 

services that succeed.  

Go for lead users: Even in progressive Copenhagen, the market for climate adaptation and climate services 

is still an emerging market. The majority of the potential customers are not ripe for a sale, rather it is about 

identifying the few lead-users that will take the first step.  

Predict solutions, not only problems: Problems without solutions are troubling. Lack of knowledge and 

imagination on how climate changes can be solved can be a barrier for uptake of climate information which 

suggest that climate services directly or indirectly should combine predictions and scenarios on challenges 

as well as solutions.  

Accordingly, a wide range of EU Policy initiatives can be envisioned improving the framework conditions for 

climate services described in section 3.  

With respect to the regulatory framework, the EU has a direct impact on the extent and character of 

climate adaptation when it comes to risk management plans for potential flood zones and the protection of 

endangered habitats. However, EU law seems weaker when it comes to building codes, planning zones and 

other instruments that regulate the built environment. For instance, the service level for how often a city 

can be flooded due to heavy rains follows national and local standards. Whether these standards should be 

set on a national or EU-level is of course open for debate, but surely more uniform (and tougher) 

requirements would benefit the suppliers of climate services.  

Concerning the knowledge framework, as identified in our case study there seems to be a gap between 

available and applied knowledge in the real estate industry. Even “ready to use climate information” 

delivered by proven climate services is often not used as it is considered too costly to implement, too time-

consuming to use or simply because potential clients are not aware of their existence. From a market point 

of view, what seems necessary is not basic research into climate change and climate services but a more 

pragmatic streamlining of these services in order to make them easier and faster to use. Research rooted in 

social science on how this uptake takes place including for instance its organisational, economic and 

behavioural aspects would be highly relevant.  

If more data is needed, it is mainly regarding landscapes, cities and solutions rather than on climate change 

as such. For instance, national high-precision data on landscape elevation has been a driving force in 

Denmark. However, such national data does not exist for instance in Sweden which makes is costly to enter 

this market for hydraulic climate service providers.  

The business support framework would benefit from easier access to lead users.  This could pave the way 

for a more widespread uptake of climate services. Making public investment conditional of climate risks 

analysis would be one way of doing this. For example the European Investment Bank’s, high-level climate 

risk screening of their investment is a positive driving force in maturing the market.  Secondly, since the 

market for climate services is still emerging, it takes a long time for companies to get to break even. This 

suggests that innovation programmes for SME’s should focus less on the early start-up phase and more on 

how to avoid the “valley of death” in the later phase of getting a permanent foothold in the market.  

With respect to the institutional framework, as described in Chapter 3, this part is characterised by 

voluntary agreements on a sector level. As such, is not an area that is easy for EU to intervene in directly. 
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However, having a deep understanding and knowing how to co-exist and co-create with this framework 

would, at least in Denmark, be vital to the success of any EU policy instrument.   

8 Conclusions  

This study gives evidence to a limited use of climate services in the Real Estate industry of Copenhagen. 

Even though Real Estate in principle could benefit significantly for better understanding of how a changing 

climate can affect our cities and buildings. Even if Copenhagen internationally is at the forefront of 

adaptation, such as with respect to cloud burst management, the take-up of climate services is limited in 

multiple ways. It is limited to particular projects (big projects with a history of flooding), to particular agents 

in the value chain (the large civil engineering companies), to particular windows of opportunity (when 

shared norms are made and stabilized) and to specific solutions (the ones that fits with existing practices 

and tools).  

This sector-specific uptake of climate services reflects the interlinked organisational characteristics of the 

industry:  

• The high degree of formal and informal sectoral regulation and shared standards;  

• A fragmented value chain with many small enterprises; 

• Separation of asset production (construction) and asset management (facility management) and 
subsequent reduced focus of total cost of ownership; 

• Temporary project organisations and little knowledge transfer from one building project to another 

• Long lasting products and consequently few professional clients;   

• High market volatility and subsequent focus on reducing short term market uncertainty; 

• The building industry is short-termist and price-oriented, with little room for long term 
development; 

• Fixed assets with limited extra supply which reduces the need for optimizing the building stock (the 
value of the building stock is more dependent on market volatility than how well it is maintained). 

For providers of climate services this implies that services do not only have to work well in their own right. 

They also have to be developed with the specific needs and dynamics of the real estate industry in mind.  

For policy makers, the challenge is to make it attractive for climate service providers to invest in solutions 

for real estate. To embed climate adaptation, the use of climate services in existing norms and regulations 

can be a very powerful tool for policy makers to use. Real Estate is typically very regulation-driven (and less 

driven by a few big players who dominates the value chain), and remarkable results have been achieved on 

energy savings by a still more demanding building code. 

For the market to grow it is therefore essential that the task of climate proofing our buildings and 

infrastructure is supported by policy development and a general awareness raising. By expanding the 

research to other EU countries, a future market observatory would be well suited to support these actions. 

The climate services observatory could also provide needed support for climate service providers and start-

ups to help make their products fit for user needs.   
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9 Appendices 

Appendix 1 
 

List of interview participants 

Name Organisation User/supplier Position Gender 

Morten Refsbæk  Scalgo Supplier CEO  M 

Thomas Nybo Rasmussen Vandkunsten User/supplier Partner in Architecture Office M 

Jeppe Sikker Jensen COWI User/supplier Head of Water and Nature M 

Kristian Kilsgaard Østertoft Envidan User Engineer M 

Patrick Vámosi 

Martinussen 

Orbicon User/supplier Markedsleder for Planlægning M 

Anne Hartvig Mogensen Møller og Grønborg User Landscape Architect F 

Marise Hansen,  Gotlip & Paludan User Team leader and landscape 

architect 

F 

Henrik Refstrup Sørensen  DHI Supplier Group Sales Executive M 

Jesper Poulsen-Hansen,  Gemeinschaft User/supplier Partner M 

Rita Justesen By og Havn User Head of planning and 

architecture  

F 

Anders Edstrand,  Copenhagen 

Municipality 

User Chief consultant M 

Nis Fink HOFOR Utility User/Supplier Planner M 

Carsten Rasmussen  Freja Ejendomme User Director  M 

Kasper Ørsnes Larsen Lejerbo User Consultant M 

Peter Lassen  Colliers International User COO and partner M 

Torben Dahl   M.T Højgaard, User Project Development chief M 

Anders Sælan,  Tetris A/S User Project manager M 

Morten Juul Heding 

Andersen 

Advokaterne Arup & 

Hvidt 

User Project manager M 

Kent Friis Petersen Vestadministrationen User Owner  M 

 

Female Participants = 3 

Male Participants = 16 

 



This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant 

agreement No 730272 

Appendix 2 
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Appendix 3 

 
 

All numbers are in m2. Adopted from City of Copenhagen statistics service available at:  http://sgv2.kk.dk:9704/analytics/saw.dll?PortalPages   

Building types Number of 
buildings 

Built-up area Building area Attics Basement area Living area Business area Other area Used attics 

Single-family houses 
14.924 19,41% 1.428.171 10,60% 1.575.627 4,086% 402.965 12,72% 798.710 8,78% 1.919.569 7,67% 14.731 0,08% 1.034 0,16% 374.746 

14,52% 

Attached houses and similar 
5.910 7,69% 502.867 3,73% 856.758 2,222% 164.469 5,19% 218.301 2,40% 1.003.228 4,01% 5.350 0,03% 9.460 1,43% 156.123 

6,05% 

Multi-family houses 
12.672 16,48% 5.009.831 37,17% 21.325.550 55,308% 1.695.720 53,53% 4.558.287 50,11% 21.038.974 84,08% 1.756.152 9,89% 447.075 67,79% 1.286.171 

49,85% 

Dorms 
103 0,13% 63.294 0,47% 320.021 0,830% 10.606 0,33% 52.312 0,58% 248.322 0,99% 20.476 0,12% 22.761 3,45% 6.318 

0,24% 

Residential care homes and other 
162 0,21% 123.425 0,92% 339.565 0,881% 24.509 0,77% 86.814 0,95% 211.937 0,85% 60.583 0,34% 65.934 10,00% 20.446 

0,79% 

Production and warehouses 
1.491 1,94% 635.370 4,71% 1.008.853 2,616% 44.770 1,41% 158.979 1,75% 13.382 0,05% 1.097.949 6,19% 1.765 0,27% 37.827 

1,47% 

Public utilities 
386 0,50% 176.250 1,31% 266.458 0,691% 731 0,02% 64.426 0,71% 302 0,00% 277.319 1,56% 50 0,01% 731 

0,03% 

Transport- and garagefacility 
1.025 1,33% 293.638 2,18% 538.441 1,396% 10.623 0,34% 265.353 2,92% 9.094 0,04% 773.017 4,35% 2.219 0,34% 7.590 

0,29% 

Office, trade and warehouses 
3.675 4,78% 2.497.416 18,53% 7.496.366 19,442% 484.507 15,30% 1.788.198 19,66% 351.841 1,41% 8.371.036 47,16% 31.848 4,83% 413.227 

16,02% 

Hotel, restaurants and other 
512 0,67% 263.404 1,95% 861.132 2,233% 48.965 1,55% 208.769 2,29% 48.655 0,19% 962.109 5,42% 4.726 0,72% 42.437 

1,64% 

Cultural purposes 
401 0,52% 385.136 2,86% 787.593 2,043% 59.642 1,88% 139.564 1,53% 8.101 0,03% 878.989 4,95% 9.517 1,44% 39.984 

1,55% 

Educational institutions 
899 1,17% 720.339 5,34% 1.754.259 4,550% 136.371 4,31% 458.644 5,04% 13.222 0,05% 2.096.654 11,81% 2.541 0,39% 121.231 

4,70% 

Hospitals and other 
88 0,11% 85.256 0,63% 309.578 0,803% 26.875 0,85% 87.962 0,97% 5.832 0,02% 375.943 2,12% 30 0,00% 23.583 

0,91% 

Day care, barracks and other 
1.181 1,54% 338.730 2,51% 554.945 1,439% 46.944 1,48% 140.098 1,54% 20.056 0,08% 636.854 3,59% 2.781 0,42% 41.882 

1,62% 

Holiday homes and allotments 
4.094 5,32% 121.403 0,90% 121.457 0,315% 0 0,00% 114 0,00% 120.590 0,48% 35 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 

0,00% 

Youth hostels 
5 0,01% 7.188 0,05% 17.500 0,045% 620 0,02% 1.340 0,01% 386 0,00% 17.680 0,10% 0 0,00% 558 

0,02% 

Sports arenas and other. 
1.113 1,45% 311.289 2,31% 423.612 1,099% 9.277 0,29% 68.888 0,76% 9.403 0,04% 406.616 2,29% 57.723 8,75% 7.270 

0,28% 

Garage with max. 2 vehicles 
6.050 7,87% 137.766 1,02% 0 0,000% 41 0,00% 143 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 41 

0,00% 

Carport 
5.834 7,59% 139.848 1,04% 0 0,000% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 

0,00% 

Annex 
16.370 21,29% 238.611 1,77% 0 0,000% 82 0,00% 87 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 35 

0,00% 

Total 76.895 100% 13.479.232 100% 38.557.715 100% 3.167.717 100% 9.096.989 100% 25.022.894 100% 17.751.493 100% 659.464 100% 2.580.200 100% 



This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant 

agreement No 730272 
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Annex 8 - Climatically Sensitive Dependencies       

Real Estate         

Industial Sector/Sub-sector or Activity  NACE 

Economic 

Rank of 

Sector 

Dependency on Climatically Sensitive Infrastructure and Systems (CSIS) 

Large Fixed 

Assets 
Transport Water 

Other 

(climaticall

y sensitive 

raw 

materials) 

Market 

Demand 
Energy Ecosystem 

Manufacture of wood and of products of wood 

and cork, except furniture; manufacture of 

straw and plaiting material  C16                 

Manufacture of chemicals and chemical 

products C20          

Manufacture of rubber and plastic products C22                 

Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral 

products C23                 

Manufacture of basic metals  C24                 

Manufacture of fabricated metal products, 

except machinery and equipment C25       
  

        

Construction of building F41                 

Specialised construction activities F43                 

Real estate activities L68                 

Architectural and engineering activities; 

techincal testing and analysis M71                 

Services to buildings and landscape activities  N81                 
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Scoring 

Red 
Highly dependent on Climatically Sensitive Infrastructure and Systems (CSIS) for majority of sector's ore 
activities.  Short term disruption could cause an interruption in business continuity. 
Orange 
Moderate dependency on CSIS for majority of sector/activity's core activities.  Several aspects of the business's 
operations along the value chain are liable to be significantly interrupted. 
Green 
Low dependency on CSIS for the operation of sector's core activities; business continues to function during CSIS 
disruption. 



This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 

research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 730272 

Appendix 5 

In the following appendix, the turnover, total employment and employment by gender of ‘manufacture, 

mineral extraction and utilities’, ‘construction and plants’ ‘real estate and renting’ will be illustrated from 

the period of 2011-2015 from the capital region of Denmark ‘Region Hovedstaden’. The turnover, total 

employment and employment by gender is presented as detailed as possible given the available data from 

Statistics Denmark and Eurostat.  

Turnover 

Data of the turnover in ‘Region Hovedstaden’ is extracted from Statistics Denmark, GF6 with a DB07-10 

GROUPING classification in current prices for the period 2011-2015. This data is the best available. The data 

are in 10 groups, and therefore the NACE rev. 2 codes used are not as specified as wanted and not as 

precise as the codes used for total employment in table 7. This will make some noise in the results as 

activities that are not directly relevant for the Real Estate sector are included.  

In table 1 we have used following variables: 2 (‘Manufacturing, mining and quarrying, and utility services’ – 

corresponding too NACE rev. 2, B,C and D), 3 (‘Construction’ – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 F) and 7 (‘Real 

estate’- corresponding to NACE rev. 2 L). The data are extracted in DKK and are exchanged to euros. The 

7,4407 EUR/DKK from valutakurser.dk are used from the 22-09-2017. We classify the three variables as 

‘manufacturing, construction and real estate’. 

We see that ‘manufacturing, mining and quarrying, and utility services’ peaked in 2012, but has otherwise 

been stable around EUR 39.000 million. ‘Construction’ peaked in 2015 with a turnover of EUR 10.426 

million, while ‘real estate’ has been stable around EUR 4.000 million. The total turnover peaked in 2012 

with EUR 55.032 million, but the level in 2015 was higher (EUR 54.241 million) compared to 2011 (EUR 

52.900 million) 

Table 1: Turnover (mio. Euro) – ‘Region Hovedstaden’ 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Manufacturing, mining and quarrying, 

and utility services 

39.916 41.281 30.547 39.986 39.197 

Construction 8.749 9.647 9.150 9.624 10.426 

Real estate 4.235 4.103 4.232 4.418 4.618 

Total 52.900 55.032 52.930 54.028 54.241 
Source: Statistics Denmark, GF6   
 

According to Statistics Denmark, Denmark’s GDP in 2015 was EUR 272.5 billion. The turnover in total of 

2015 from table 1 is approximatively 20% of the Danish GDP.  

Total employment 

In this section data of the total employment in ‘Region Hovedstaden’ is extracted from Eurostat, 

sbs_r_nuts06_ by NUTS 2 regions and NACE Rev. 2 classification. The variables used can be seen in table 7. 

We classify these 11 variables to be in the ‘manufacturing, construction and real estate’ industry.  
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Table 2: Variables for total employment 

 

The data used from Eurostat are better specified than the data used to turnover and employment by 

gender as it has been possible to extract data from Eurostat by the NACE Rev. 2 classification without any 

grouping as it was the case with the data from Statistics Denmark. An example is that we have the exact 

data we wanted for the manufacturing industry. This gives less noise than in the dataset from Statistics 

Denmark. 

In table 8, we have found the total employment for the ‘Manufacturing, construction and service’ industry. 

The total employment has increased since 2011 (121.232) until 2015 (130.638).  

Table 3: Total Employment – ‘Region Hovedstaden’ 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Manufacturing, construction and service 121.232 123.154 123.539 125.760 130.638 
Source: Eurostat, sbs_r_nuts06_r2 and won calculations 

Employment by gender 

Data of the employment for men and women in ‘Region Hovedstaden’ is extracted from Statistics Denmark, 

RAS301 with a DB07-36 GROUPING classification. Here we have used the variables: CG (Manufacture of 

plastic, glass and concrete) – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 22 and 23, CH (Basic metals and fabricated 

metal products) – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 24 and 26, F (Construction) – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 

41, 42 and 43, L (Real estate activities) – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 68 and MA (Consultancy etc.) – 

corresponding to NACE rev. 2 69,70 and 71.  

The data are in 36 groups, and therefore the NACE Rev. 2 codes used are not as specified as wanted and as 

the codes used for total employment in table 7. This will give us some noise in our results. But they are 

more specified to our purpose, than the data used for calculating the turnover.  

In table 3 employment for men and women in ‘Region Hovedstaden’ is shown from 2011-2015. There is 

clearly a tendency that men are overrepresented with respect to women. Both for men and women 

‘Construction’, ‘Real estate activities’ and ‘Consultancy etc.’ peaked in 2015. Employment of men and 

women in ‘Manufacture of plastic, glass and concrete’ and ‘Basic metals and fabricated metal products’ 

peaked in 2011. 

Table 4: Employment – ‘Region Hovedstaden’ 

Men 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Manufacture of plastic, glass and concrete     2.673        2.524        2.631        2.601        2.311  

Basic metals and fabricated metal products     3.887        3.648        3.471        3.389        3.354  

Construction   40.797      40.420      38.533      40.696      42.894  

C16 Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture; manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting materials

C20 Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products

C22 Manufacture of rubber and plastic products

C23 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products

C24 Manufacture of basic metals

C25 Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment

F41 Construction of buildings

F43 Specialised construction activitie

L68 Real estate activities

M71 Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis

N81 Services to buildings and landscape activities
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Real estate activities   10.618      10.481      10.568      10.541      10.731  

Consultancy etc.    28.396      29.378      30.344      31.406      32.539  

Total   86.371      86.451      85.547      88.633      91.829  

      

Women  2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Manufacture of plastic, glass and concrete     1.227        1.167        1.176        1.166            986  

Basic metals and fabricated metal products        779            727            662            616            615  

Construction     4.214        4.273        4.151        4.287        4.455  

Real estate activities     6.193        6.198        6.263        6.330        6.451  

Consultancy etc.    19.203      19.727      20.201      20.999      21.857  

Total   31.616      32.092      32.453      33.398      34.364  

Source: Statistics Denmark, RAS301 

Table 4 illustrates the ratio of employment by gender for the period 2011-2015 in ‘Region Hovedstaden’ 

and the five variables (CG, CH, F, L and MA). From here it’s also obvious that there are more men employed 

than women. Especially in ‘Basic metals and fabricated metal products’ and ‘Construction’ men are 

overrepresented. Looking at the ratio from 2015 the ratio in ‘Basic metals and fabricated metal products’ 

are 84,5% men and 15,5% women, while the ratio in ‘Construction’ are 90,6% men and 9,4% women.  

In ‘Manufacture of plastic, glass and concrete’, ‘Basic metals and fabricated metal products’ and 

‘Consultancy etc.’ the ratio of employment of men has increased from 2011 (68,5%, 83,3% and 59,7%) to 

2015 (70,1%, 84,5% and 59,8%). In ‘Real estate activities’ there has been a decrease in the ratio of 

employment of men in ‘Real estate activities’ from 2011 (63,2%) to 2015 (62,5%). And vice versa for 

women.  In ‘Construction’ there hasn’t been any change from 2011-2015 (90,6%)   

Table 5: Ratio of Employment by gender – ‘Region Hovedstaden’ 

Men 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Manufacture of plastic, glass and concrete           

- Men 68,5% 68,4% 69,1% 69,0% 70,1% 

- Women 31,5% 31,6% 30,9% 31,0% 29,9% 

Basic metals and fabricated metal products           

- Men 83,3% 83,4% 84,0% 84,6% 84,5% 

- Women 16,7% 16,6% 16,0% 15,4% 15,5% 

Construction           

- Men 90,6% 90,4% 90,3% 90,5% 90,6% 

- Women 9,4% 9,6% 9,7% 9,5% 9,4% 

Real estate activities           

- Men 63,2% 62,8% 62,8% 62,5% 62,5% 

- Women 36,8% 37,2% 37,2% 37,5% 37,5% 

Consultancy etc.            

- Men  59,7% 59,8% 60,0% 59,9% 59,8% 

- Women 40,3% 40,2% 40,0% 40,1% 40,2% 

Source: Based on own calculations and da2a from Statistics Denmark, RAS301 

Turnover in other industries 

The data of the turnover in ‘Region Hovedstaden’ is extracted from Statistics Denmark, GF6 with a DB07-10 

GROUPING classification in current prices for the period 2011-2015. We have used the following data. 
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Trade and transport etc. – DB07-10 Grp 4 corresponding to NACE rev. 2 G,H and I, Information and 

communication – DB07-10 Grp 5 corresponding to NACE rev. 2 J and Other business service – DB07-10 Grp 

8 corresponding to NACE rev. 2 M and N.  

In table 2, the turnover in current prices in mio. euro for 2015 of the industries ‘trade and transport etc.’, 

‘Information and communication’ and ‘other business service’ are shown. The turnover in ‘trade and 

transport’ (109.840 mio. euro) is twice as big in 2015 as ‘Manufacturing, construction and real estate’ (EUR 

54.241 million). This can be seen in table 1 and 6. The ‘Information and communication’ and ‘Other 

business service’ turnover in 2015 are EUR 17.172 and 23.714 million which is half or lower than the 

turnover of  ‘manufacturing, construction and real estate’. 

Table 6: Turnover 2015 – ‘Region Hovedstaden’ 

 Turnover (mio. Euro) 

Trade and transport etc.  109.840 

Information and communication 17.172 

Other business service 23.714 
Source: Statistics Denmark, GF6 

Employment in other industries 

The data for employment in ‘Region Hovedstaden’ is extracted from Statistics Denmark, RAS301 with a 

DB07-36 GROUPING classification for the period 2011-2015. The variables used are G (Wholesale and retail 

trade) – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 45,46 and 47, H (Transportation) – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 49, 

50, 51, 52 and 53, JA (Publishing, television and radio broadcast) – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 58, 59 and 

60, JB (Telecommunications) – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 61, JC (IT and information service activities) – 

corresponding to NACE rev. 2 62 and 63, MB (Scientific research and development) – corresponding to 

NACE rev. 2 72, MC (Advertising and other business services) – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 73, 74 and 75 

and N (Travel agent, clearing, and other operational services) – corresponding to NACE rev. 2 77, 78, 79, 80, 

81 and 82.  

The DB07-36 GROUPING has been combined such that it is more relatable to the turnover and 

employment. G and H are now combined into ‘Trade and transport etc.’, JA, JB and JC into ‘Information and 

communication’ and MB, MC and N into ‘Other business service’. 

In table 7 the total employment of ‘Trade and transport etc.’, ‘Information and communication’ and ‘Other 

business service’ in year 2015 are illustrated. The ‘Trade and transport etc.’ has an employment of 192.180, 

which is higher than ‘Manufacturing, construction and service’ (130.638). But the total employment in 

‘Information and communication’ (63.370) and ‘Other business service’ (85.540) are lower than 

‘Manufacturing, construction and service’. 

Table 7: Employment 2015 – ‘Region Hovedstaden’ 

 Total 

Trade and transport etc.  192.180 

Information and communication 63.370 

Other business service 85.540 
Source: Statistics Denmark, RAS301 

In table 5 the employment of men and women in 2015 for the industries ‘Trade and transport etc.’, 

‘Information and communication’ and ‘Other business service’ are illustrated. Like the ‘manufacturing, 

construction and service’ industry there is an overweight of men in the three industries. There is 117.716 

men in ‘Trade and transport etc.’, while there only is 74.563 women. The ‘Information and communication’ 

industry is where lowest men (43.313) and women (20.057) are employed.   
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Table 8: Employment 2015 by gender – ‘Region Hovedstaden’ 

 Men Women 

Trade and transport etc.                              117.617                      74.563  

Information and communication                               43.313                      20.057  

Other business service                               45.687                      39.853  

Source: Statistics Denmark, RAS301 

In table 6 the ratio of employment for men and women in ‘Region Hovedstaden’ and the three variables 

‘Trade and transport etc.’, ‘Information and communication’ and ‘Other business service’ in the 2011-2015 

period are illustrated. The lowest difference in employed men and women are in ‘Other business service’ 

where the ratio is 53.4% and 46,6%.  The highest difference in employed men and women are in 

‘Information and communication’ where the ratio is 68,3% and 31,7%. 

Table 9: Employment ratio by gender 2015 – ‘Region Hovedstaden 

 Men Women 

Trade and transport etc.  61,2% 38,8% 

Information and communication 68,3% 31,7% 

Other business service 53,4% 46,6% 

Source: Based on own calculations and data from Statistics Denmark, RAS301 

The construction sector in other regions 

Data used to describe employment and turnover London are by the NUTS classification UKI (London). 

London is on NUTS 1 level and are therefore not ideal to compare with Region Hovedstaden which is on 

NUTS 2 level, but it does however represent another major European capital region. 

Total employment 

NACE codes used for total employment in London are the same as in table 2. 

In table 10 the total employment is depicted from 2011-2015 in London. London experienced an increase in 

the total employment in the 5-year period. It’s worth mentioning 2013-2014 where there was a decrease in 

employment in London from 505.050 employed to 478.858 employed. In 2015 there were 515.512 

employed in London. 

Table 10: Total employment – ‘London’ 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

London 454.545 492.028 505.050 478.858 515.512 
Source: Eurostat, sbs_r_nuts06_r2 

In table 11 the index for the total employment is depicted. London has an increase in total employment by 

13,4% in the 5-year period. 

Table 11: Index total employment (2011=100) 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

London 100,0% 108,2% 111,1% 105,3% 113,4% 
Source: Eurostat, sbs_r_nuts06_r2 and own calculations 

Turnover 

In table 12 the turnover in million euros are depicted for London from 2011-2015. The NACE codes used for 

London are F (41, 42, 43). Like the total employment in London the turnover has increased in the 5-year 

period. Especially in London from 2013-2015 there was a large increase in the turnover. In 2015 the 

turnover in London was EUR 49.373 million in London. 
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Table 12: Turnover (mio. euro) 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

London 37.541 38.375 39.019 42.744 49.373 
Source: UK non-financial business economy (Annual Business Survey): Regional results sections A to S 

In table 13 the index for the turnover in London are illustrated in a 5-year period. London experienced an 

increase in the turnover by 31,5% from 2011-2015. 

Table 13: Index turnover (2011=100) 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

London 100,0% 102,2% 103,9% 113,9% 131,5% 
Source: UK non-financial business economy (Annual Business Survey): Regional results sections A to S and own calculations 
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Appendix 6 

        
Comments 

Total 
Score 

Category 

Mitigation/ 
Adaptation/ 

Both 

NUTS 1 Score Positive Conditions Negative Conditions   

Regulatory framework             

The building act    DK0 3       

The building code  

   DK0 3   

Climate scenarios are 
hidden in norms with a 
safety margin - not 
possible to calculate on.   

Environmental Impact 
Assessments 

Adaptation  DK0 7 
Climatic conditions have to 
be taken into account.  

The degree to which 
climate adaptation is 
measured varies in depth.    

The planning act    DK0 5       

Municipial plans  

Both  DK0 8 

Allows for coordination with 
climate mitigation and 
adaptation plans  

Mitigation and 
adaptation concerns are 
not mandatory   

Local plans  

Both  DK0 8 

Allows for coordination with 
climate mitigation and 
adaptation plans  

 Mitigation and 

adaptation concerns are 
not mandatory   

Municipal climate 
adaptation plans 

Both  DK0 10 

In Copenhagen the overall 
nexus of plans regulating 
mitigation and adaptation 
has set high standards incl. 
finance mechanisms.      

The EU flood directive 

   DK0 8 

Requires risk 
management plans to be 
developed for high risk 
areas     

The EU waterframe 
directive     DK0 5       

Total           6,3 

Knowledge framework             

Research and 
development  

Both  DK0 8 

In general. the research 
environment within water is 
strong and connected 
combining knowledge on 
energy, water, biology and 
to some degree construction 
and urban development. 

Knowledge on how water 
affects building and cities 
and how cities transform 
themselves in the future 
can be matured.    

Education 

Both  DK0 6   

The R&D within 

adaptation has not yet 

matured in the main core 
of education programs.   

Product standards and 
testing 

Mainly 
mitigation  DK0 4   

The test-regime for 
buildings is very energy-

focused whereas 
adaptation standards 
still have to be 
developed.    
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Guidelines and 
standards  

Mainly 
mitigation  DK0 6 

Popular guidelines on the 
need for and tools to climate 
adaptation are emerging 
driven by a collaboration 
between research, utilities 

and framework institutions.      

Total           6 

Institutional framework             

The AB system 

(none)  DK0 5 

The AB system does not 
relate to climate adaptation 
or mitigation as such but as a 
general shared framework it 
can slow down the uptake 
of new standards. At the 
other hand when standards 
are shared, it is an effective 
way of reaching the entire 
industry.      

Certifications schemes 
(DGNB, LEED etc) 

Mainly 
mitigation  DK0 5 Strong on energy. 

Measures on climate 
adaptation plays a limited 
role.   

Total           5 

Business support 
framework              

Homeowner insurance  

Adaptation  DK0 6 

The shared association for 
insurance companies 

"Pension og Forsikring" has 
taken a very active role in 
informing on climate 
adaptation and include 
guidelines to when flooding 
incidents can pave the way 
for insurance payments.  

To some degree risks from 
flooding are still shared 
collectively reducing the 
individual impact of and 
interest in climate 
adaptation.   

National storm surge 
insurance 

Adaptation  DK0 3   

Shared risk are not 

conducive to taking 
climate adaptation 

serious.   

Legal support 

Adaptation  DK0 6 

Legal consultancy on how to 
organize different  payment 
schemes for climate 
adaptation are emerging.  

Legal consultancy on 
climate adaptation is still 
mainly done by front 
runners.    

Finance sector  Both  DK0 5       

The European Structural 
and Investment Funds 
(ESIF)  Both  DK0 6 

Strong focus on mitigation 
and adaptation.  

Limited use of these funds 
in DK in general.   

Total           5,2 

              

Overall Score (average 
of all parameters)           5,9 
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